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Abstract

We document a new fact: regional divergence, the rate at which rich states
grow faster than poor states, explains most U.S. house price movements since
1939, including the post-2000 boom-bust-boom cycle. An industry-share in-
strument provides evidence the relationship is causal, implying the location of
economic growth affects national house prices. We propose a model to learn
why regional divergence and house prices are related. In the model, high inter-
state inequality raises rents on average because relative demand for living in a
high-income state increases and housing supply in low-income states is elastic.
Regional divergence leads to higher expected future interstate inequality, which
implies higher expected future rents, and therefore, higher current house prices.
The model accurately predicts rents since 1929, which are quite different than
prices, as well as cross-sectional moments of prices, rents, construction, and
migration.
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Housing is a large part of most households’ portfolios, and housing is central for

fiscal and monetary policy discussions, but the determinants of house price movements

are still debated. We argue that regional divergence, the rate at which rich states

are growing relative to poor states, has a causal impact on house prices and is able

to explain much of house price movements since World War II. The mechanism we

propose matches many other features of the data, including the time series of rents,

the cross-section of house prices, the location of construction, and the direction of

internal migration. In addition, it suggests a new role for the effects of monetary

policy which clarifies the weak empirical link between interest rates and house prices

(Glaeser, Gottlieb and Gyourko, 2012).

Regional convergence and divergence are growing topics of study in economics,

largely because convergence has significantly slowed down in recent decades.1 Using

a common measure of divergence based on ten-year state-level average personal in-

come growth rates, we show that house prices and regional divergence are even more

correlated than previously recognized.2 Not only is the long-term trend similar, but

many fluctuations in regional divergence and house prices coincide as well, dating

back to World War II and including the boom-bust-boom pattern of the last twenty

years. Based on the literature’s findings that industry growth is a significant driver

of divergence, we use an industry-based shift-share instrument to provide evidence

that the relationship between regional divergence and house prices is causal. Intu-

itively, when industries concentrated in rich states grow faster than other industries,

1Barro and Sala-I-Martin (1991) argued that regional convergence was fairly steady, with short-
term deviations due to industry fluctuations. However, since that paper was written, convergence
has been much slower (Moretti, 2013; Giannone, 2017).

2Ganong and Shoag (2017) prominently note that the convergence slowdown has coincided with
a rise in house prices. They present a story in which increased housing regulations and decreasing
supply elasticities can explain higher house prices and more divergence. Our paper emphasizes a
different causal direction, and we see no reason that both channels cannot be present in the data.
They are focused much more on the long-term changes rather than the fluctuations that have been
the interest of the macro literature in recent years.
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divergence is high. We show such movements have an effect on house prices using the

identification strategy of Borusyak, Hull and Jaravel (2022) and the local projection

methods of Jordà (2005).

Why do movements in divergence cause movements in house prices? The mecha-

nism we present treats prices as the present value of future rents (as in Poterba, 1984)

and considers specifically what determines rent expectations. When the income gap

between rich and poor areas is larger, relative demand to live in rich areas is higher,

leading to a larger gap in rents between poor and rich areas. Since housing supply is

more elastic in poor areas, rents in poor areas are stable and rents in rich areas are

higher. We model beliefs about divergence as backward-looking, i.e., people expect

the current level of divergence to persist. Therefore, greater divergence implies expec-

tations of higher future regional inequality, higher future average rents, and therefore

higher house prices in the present.

We develop a parsimonious model that captures this mechanism. The model

has four ingredients that build on existing research on housing and rental markets:

(1) house prices are the present value of future rents; (2) people are mobile across

space, defining an equilibrium cross-sectional relationship between income and rent;

(3) poor areas have high housing supply elasticity; and (4) expectations of future

regional divergence reflect the recent past.

Of these, assumption (4) is the most novel, and we devote a portion of the paper

to explaining why the recent past determines agents’ expectations. First, we estab-

lish that regional divergence helps explain a significant portion of state-level income

growth. While not shocking given the existing literature on divergence, it shows that

there is an important common component across states that helps predict income

movements. Second, we show that divergence is both fairly noisy and highly persis-

tent in the data, justifying why agents ought to pay attention to the recent past for
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predicting the future, but also ought to look at several years of data. Finally, we

show that expectations data from the Michigan Survey of Consumers match what we

would expect based on such an assumption.

After we feed in the data on state-level income, the model succeeds in matching

many facts about house prices and rents. In the time series, we show that the model

generates trends and fluctuations in rents and house prices that match the data closely.

The time series of house prices and of rents look quite different from one another.

We believe ours is the first paper that has even attempted to match this long of a

time-series between rents and house prices.3

Matching the price-to-rent ratio has been a challenge in the literature. Several

papers have made the assumption that the rental and owner-occupied housing mar-

kets are segmented in order to match the volatility in the price-to-rent ratio (e.g.

Greenwald and Guren, 2021). A challenge to the segmentation story is that Begley,

Loewenstein and Willen (2019) show that the price-rent ratio for just rental homes

exhibited the same pattern as the overall market, which is hard to explain using

segmented markets.4 Therefore, an additional contribution is that our theory can

explain the major movements in both rents and prices—and hence the price-rent

ratio—without making the segmented markets assumption. By explaining the price-

rent ratio without segmented markets, this paper shows that expectations, in addition

3While the model can match the trends of house prices and rents, we are more focused on the
fluctuations because of concerns in the literature that the long-term trends in the data may be biased.
For example, Crone, Nakamura and Voith (2010) suggest much of the rent series is downward biased
from non-response bias. Similarly, there are questions as to whether house prices as measured from
1953-1975 suffer from bias because they are measured using housing sales that qualify for certain
mortgages which are capped at certain dollar amounts. House prices before 1953 are even more
poorly measured, based on newspaper listings in five cities.

4The reason this is a challenge for the segmentation story is that substitution towards owner-
occupied units would not explain why the price-rent ratio for rental homes increased. Hence, even
if markets were entirely segmented, there would still be a mystery surrounding the price-rent ratio
that our theory is able to explain.
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to fundamentals, play an important role in house price determination.5

Our analysis focuses on divergence at the state level rather than at the city level

because state data allows us to extend the analysis back to World War II. Matching

the long time series is a stronger test of our theory than focusing solely on the volatile

recent years. Typically, other papers that focus on recent house price movements do

not try to match such a long time period. At the same time, in matching the long

time series of prices and rents the paper offers insights on recent movements in house

prices. In Appendix A.2, we show robustness to measuring divergence in a variety of

ways, including by CBSA.

The model is designed to explain the history of house prices in the United States,

but we can further evaluate it by looking at a series of non-targeted cross-sectional

relationships. First, the model is able to explain why the cross-sectional relationship

between house prices and income changes over time, while the cross-sectional rela-

tionship between rent and income is relatively constant. Intuitively, when divergence

is high, the income premium in high-income areas is expected to last longer, which

means the rent premium in these areas is expected to last longer as well. This means

that the cross-sectional relationship between incomes and prices should be greater

when divergence is high than when divergence is low. In contrast, divergence should

not affect the relationship between rents and incomes, which is determined by current

incomes rather than expected future incomes.

Second, a well-studied fact about the U.S. housing market is that house prices

in less-elastic, higher-income areas move more than one-for-one when national house

prices change, whereas prices in more elastic, lower-income areas move by less than

one-for-one with the national index (Mian and Sufi, 2009; Glaeser, Gyourko and Saiz,

5Kaplan, Mitman and Violante (2019) also assume non-segmented markets. They match the
housing boom and bust by assuming an exogenous change in expectations over the future demand
for housing.
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2008; Guren, McKay, Nakamura and Steinsson, 2021).6 Our model can match the

differential sensitivities of local house prices to the national aggregate.

The model provides two main insights for understanding the history of house

prices. First, local demand shocks are crucial for explaining cross-sectional variation

in house prices. While supply elasticity plays a role in our theory, it cannot explain

local price variation alone. Second, fluctuations in the price to rent ratio can be

explained using a model of expectations based on fundamental shocks. This is an

alternative to assuming segmented housing markets, as in much of the prior literature.

There are two classes of theories in the house price literature that attempt to ex-

plain movements in house prices along with the large cross-sectional price differences.

The first class of theories is that there are large national housing demand changes,

and that heterogeneous price changes are due to difference in the elasticity of housing

supply. This class of theories is prominent in the literature due to the influential

work of Mian and Sufi (Mian and Sufi, 2009, 2011; Mian, Rao and Sufi, 2013), and it

includes much of the debate on the roles of expectations versus credit in the recent

boom and the bust.7,8

6This is distinct from the fact that within-city, lower-income neighborhoods are more sensitive
to house prices (Mian and Sufi, 2009). The fact we are trying to match is about sensitivity across
regions.

7We discuss our the expectations literature in more detail below. Important papers that have
argued for the importance of a credit channel include Ambrose and Thibodeau (2004), Favilukis,
Ludvigson and Van Nieuwerburgh (2017), Greenwald (2018), Landvoigt (2017), Di Maggio and
Kermani (2017) and Liu, Wang and Zha (2019). Justiniano, Primiceri and Tambalotti (2019), Mian
and Sufi (2019) and Jacobson (2019) consider the interaction of credit and expectations. Future
research could integrate the credit-focused and regional equilibrium approaches along the lines of
Lamont and Stein (1999).

8One of the key assumptions in Kaplan et al. (2019) is that rental and owner-occupied housing are
substitutable, which we adopt here. This has been controversial because relaxing this assumption
allows for price-rent fluctuations due to people choosing owner-occupied housing instead of rental
housing (Greenwald and Guren, 2021). Regardless of the substitutability, Begley et al. (2019) show
that rental properties had just as big of an increase in price-rent ratios during the 2000s boom
as owner-occupied housing. Consistent with this finding, our model predicts large movements in
price-rent ratios through changing expectations of future rents, not through substitution between
owner-occupied and rental housing.
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The second class of theories posits that there are varying local demand shocks

and that house price movements are best-explained by shifting demand for specific

locations. Sometimes these theories are thought of as more “fundamentals-based,”

and as such, big swings in house prices can be discrediting. One of the best ex-

amples of a paper in this literature is Himmelberg, Mayer and Sinai (2005), which

was published at the height of the housing boom and argued that prices were in line

with fundamentals. Another prominent paper in this class of models, Van Nieuwer-

burgh and Weill (2010), considers the long-term increase in house price dispersion,

but does not propose a theory of fluctuations.9 Subsequent to our paper, research

by Chodorow-Reich, Guren and McQuade (2021) argues, much like us, that variation

in the price-to-rent ratio in the 2000s can be explained with a model of expectations

rather than assuming segmented markets.

Our paper argues primarily in favor of this second class of theories, while including

an important role for supply elasticity as in the first class. By modeling expectations

based on recent regional divergence, our theory provides a new rationale for the large

swings. The goal of our model is to match the long time series of prices and rents, but

it also provides a new perspective on the more recent period. For example, because

the growth rate in rich states declined in the mid-2000s—largely due to the temporary

slow-down of services growth—it caused house prices to fall significantly. Our paper

gives a mechanism for “fundamental”-based theories to still exhibit large swings.

Another way we contribute to this second class of theories is to explain the location

of construction and migration with the help of insights from the first class of theories.

9A prominent example of a paper that provides a rationale for differing location demand is
Gyourko, Mayer and Sinai (2013), which posits that higher income inequality can increase the
demand for “superstar” cities. While this has some similarities to our paper, it focuses on inequality
overall, not regional inequality, which is our focus. Given that the regional divergence we focus
on is driven by sector-specific growth, and not overall inequality, we think these are two separate
channels. Controlling for measures of income inequality does not do much to explain house prices
in Table 1.
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National demand shocks combined with differential housing supply elasticities imply

more construction in low-income housing-supply-elastic areas.10 Differential demand

shocks, our class of theories, imply that construction and net migration should be

higher in high-income inelastic areas. We show that data on construction and migra-

tion correspond more closely to our theory.11,12

We also contribute to the literature on expectations in housing markets, which

has been shown to be central using a variety of methodologies, but for which the

fundamental causes of the change in expectations are still a matter of debate. Our

contribution is to point out that regional divergence matters for expectations.13 In

a sense, regional divergence is the missing ingredient that explains why expectations

change.14

A large literature discusses the role of expectations in the mid-2000s housing

boom.15 This paper’s goal is to understand the long history of prices and rents, but

10There is a high correlation between housing supply elasticities and income, as we show in Figure
6, and is documented in Saiz (2010).

11We make two other contributions to this literature, which we previously discussed. First, we
present time-series evidence of causality using our shift-share instrument. Second, we show that the
model is consistent with the data over a much longer time series, both because we go further back
in time (to World War II as relates to house prices, and to 1929 as it relates to rents), and further
forward in time, as much of the previous work was done before the housing bust.

12This prediction also distinguishes our findings from Ganong and Shoag (2017), which posits a
relationship between house prices and divergence, but is focused on long-term trends and argues for
a different mechanism than we do.

13Research has also found that changes to fundamentals, such as the ones we study, can cause
large changes in expectations even if the changes to fundamentals are small. One mechanism for this,
which has support from survey data, is extrapolative expectations (Armona, Fuster and Zafar, 2019;
Glaeser and Nathanson, 2017). Another possible explanation is based on social or learning dynamics
(DeFusco, Nathanson and Zwick, 2022; Burnside, Eichenbaum and Rebelo, 2016; Adam, Kuang and
Marcet, 2012). Rozsypal and Schlafmann (2017) and Nagel (2012) show evidence that expectations
are influenced by recent income experience and Kwan and Cotsomitis (2004) demonstrates that it
does carry over into real behavior. We model the transmission of the fundamental to expectations
in a reduced form way. We discuss this issue more in Section 3.

14We view our paper as complementary to the large literature that emphasizes how expectations
are formed, but that does not focus on the changes to the initial fundamental. Here, we adopt
a very simplistic backward-looking expectations assumption and focus on the initial change in the
fundamental.

15Papers that argue for an expectations channel include Kaplan et al. (2019); Burnside et al.
(2016); Shiller (2007); Piazzesi and Schneider (2009); Foote, Gerardi and Willen (2012); Gelain and
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the 2000s boom and bust is an example that illustrates our mechanisms. As Glaeser

et al. (2012) put it,

Why were buyers so overly optimistic about prices? Why did that opti-

mism show up during the early and middle years of the last decade, and

why did it show up in some markets but not others? Irrational expecta-

tions are surely not exogenous, so what explains them?

Our model draws attention to high divergence in the early 2000s as a force that helped

raise prices.

Finally, we contribute to the literature on the relationship between house prices

and interest rates (Taylor, 2007; Glaeser et al., 2008; Jordà, Schularick and Taylor,

2020). Our model has a different role for interest rates than the rest of the literature.

In our model, the effect of interest rates is not always the same sign. Low interest

rates put a higher weight on future income, so in times of expected divergence, low

rates raise house prices, but in times of expected convergence, low rates lower house

prices. Moreover, relevant to the recent experience, low interest rates make house

prices more sensitive to divergence, increasing volatility.

In the next section, we show that regional divergence, as commonly measured, and

house prices are highly correlated, and that there is a causal channel from divergence

to house prices. In Section 2, we present a theory of why this channel exists. In

Section 3, we defend the assumptions of our model. In Section 4, we show that many

non-targeted predictions of the model hold in the data and that the construction and

migration data are more supportive of our theory than other theories in the literature.

Section 5 discusses the role of interest rates and Section 6 concludes.

Lansing (2014); Adelino, Schoar and Severino (2013); Nathanson and Zwick (2018); Glaeser and
Nathanson (2017); and Ben-David, Towbin and Weber (2019).
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1 Time-Series Evidence

We begin by establishing reduced-form facts about the relationship between regional

divergence and housing prices. First, we use time series regressions to show that

regional divergence is a quantitatively important predictor of house prices in the

United States. Next, we instrument for divergence using the heterogeneity in industry

shares by location. Our instrument provides evidence that changes in divergence cause

changes in house prices.

Throughout the paper, our primary measure of divergence is the estimated κ̂t

from the following regression:

1

10
(logwi,t − logwi,t−10) = κt logwi,t−10 + λt + εi,t (1)

where i indexes states, t indexes years, and wit is the state per capita personal income

data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis for the 48 continental states and the

District of Columbia.16 λt is a year fixed effect. While we run this regression all at

once, it is identical to running separate regressions to calculate divergence in each

year. Hence, the left-hand side of the regression is the average ten-year growth rate

of personal income per capita, and κt is the regression coefficient on lagged log income

per capita.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between state-level income growth and the lagged

level of income in two years, 1950 and 2014. The divergence measure for each year,

κt, is the slope of the fit line. Divergence in 1950 is one of the lowest in the sample —

the line is very negative, with lower-income states growing much faster than higher-

income ones. By contrast, in 2014, the line is nearly flat (the overall level of income

16We exclude Hawaii and Alaska because there is less mobility to and from those states, because
Alaska’s personal income is noisy, and because they enter the sample part-way through. Including
them in the measure of divergence does not substantially change the results in Section 1.
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Figure 1: Measuring Divergence: Income Growth versus Initial Income
Level, 1950 and 2014. Regional divergence in a given year is measured by regressing
the 10-year average growth rate of income on the ten-year lagged log of income.
Source: Income at the state level is the per capita personal income as measured by
the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).

growth is also lower). This means that incomes grew roughly as quickly in lower- and

higher-income states.

In Figure 2, we show the time series of divergence–the κt from equation (1)–and

the time series of real house prices. We see in the figure that divergence is usually

negative, but varies significantly over time. What this means is that state incomes

neither converge at a steady rate, nor are they independent of the initial income level.

Instead, state incomes are best characterized as converging in some time periods, and

staying similar or even diverging at other times.17

1.1 Quantifying the Divergence-House Price Relationship

Our first result is that divergence explains a large percentage of the variation in house

prices. Comparing the two lines in Figure 2, it is apparent that the two lines are highly

correlated: they both trend upward, and many of the fluctuations are similar.

17Section 3.1 quantifies how much better the state income process is characterized when we allow
for time-varying divergence than if we assume it is fixed.
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Figure 2: Regional Divergence and Aggregate House Prices. Regional diver-
gence in a given year is measured by regressing the 10-year average growth rate of
income on the ten-year lagged log of income (it is a backward looking measure).
Source: House prices come from Knoll et al. (2017) and are deflated by CPI. Income
at the state level is the per capita personal income as measured by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis (BEA).

Column (1) of Table 1 shows the regression of house prices on the divergence

measure from equation (1).18

log Real National House Pricest = βκ̂t + εt

The R2 of the divergence-house price relationship is economically large; divergence

explains over half of the variation in house prices. Column (2) adds controls for a

variety of potential determinants of house prices that have been considered in the

literature. We include controls for log real GDP per capita, the 10-year treasury

18In order to test this relationship and figure out a sense of the magnitude, the first step is
to establish that the series are co-integrated. Tests of co-integration are able to reject the null
hypothesis of no co-integration at the 5 percent level. The Engle and Granger (1987) test, with two
lags, shows the residuals of the regression of house prices on divergence are stationary (we use the
critical values from MacKinnon (2010) and run the test using Schaffer (2010)). The Johansen (1995)
trace test, also with two lags, can reject that there are zero co-integrated relationships. Both were
run without a trend term. With a trend term, we cannot reject a hypothesis that both series are
stationary.
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rates from Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2015), the construction material producer

price index, and the income share of the bottom 50 and top 1 percent, as calculated

by Alvaredo, Chancel, Piketty, Saez and Zucman (2017). The coefficient on house

prices remains large and statistically significant, and the R2 increases, but only to

a small extent. In regressions containing only the control variables and excluding

divergence, the R2 is only 0.3, implying that divergence explains about 47% of the

residual variance after controlling for these variables.

1.2 Industry Composition Instrument

Next, we use an instrumental variables strategy to estimate the effect of divergence

on house prices. Ordinary least squares might fail to identify the causal effect of

divergence on house prices because of an omitted variable, such as housing supply

policy changes (Ganong and Shoag, 2017), or reverse causality, if house price changes

cause differential consumption patterns across space (Mian et al., 2013).

Following Barro and Sala-I-Martin (1991), we take the stand that industry-specific

shocks are one of the driving forces of regional divergence. For industries concen-

trated in high-income areas, we would expect their growth to cause regional di-

vergence, whereas for industries in low-income areas, growth would cause regional

convergence.19 Using this logic, we can predict regional divergence by combining

data on industries’ share of local income with data on their average growth rates at

the national level. We then use our predicted divergence to trace out the effects of

divergence on house prices at the national level.

Our measure of national industry growth rates is based on data provided by the

BEA at the 2-digit industry level. For each state, we multiply the share of each

19Giannone (2017), Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020), and Eckert, Ganapati and Walsh (2020) also
emphasize the role of technology in differential regional growth.
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industry in the state’s personal income with the industry growth rate as measured by

changes in GDP per employee at the national level, both using data from the BEA.

We then construct a divergence measure, not based on actual state GDP per capita

growth, but on this expected growth measure, similar to Bartik (1991).20

A recent literature studying shift-share research designs has laid out two sets of

assumptions for such an identification strategy to be valid, based either on the ex-

ogenous assignment of industry shares (Goldsmith-Pinkham, Sorkin and Swift, 2020)

or exogenous shocks to industry growth rates (Borusyak et al., 2022). We think that

20Similar results are obtained using changes in personal income per employee at the national level,
but this is available for a smaller number of years. Regional employment is only available back to
1969, while industry GDP per capita is available in years prior to that. So for data before 1979,
we use the share of employment in 1969 as the share, and GDP growth rate per capita as the shift.
We use the ten-year lagged employment share until 1997, when SIC-basis industry data ends. For
1997-2017, we use NAICS basis industry data, holding consumption shares fixed at 2001 levels from
1997-2001 since personal income by NAICS industry begins in 2001. Appendix C.5 discusses the
creation of this measure in more detail. In Appendix Figure A18 we also construct the instrument
in a variety of ways, such as by using GDP shares instead of personal consumption shares, and show
that the time series are quite similar.
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Table 1: Effect of Divergence on House Prices

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
House Prices House Prices House Prices House Prices House Prices House Prices House Prices

Divergence 10.10∗∗∗ 7.428∗∗∗ 10.62∗∗ 8.743∗∗∗ 8.221∗∗∗ 11.24∗∗∗ 11.42∗∗∗

(1.796) (1.073) (3.264) (1.827) (1.966) (1.615) (1.761)

Log Real GDP/Cap 0.842∗∗∗ 0.232 0.430 0.411
(0.246) (0.373) (0.333) (0.349)

Real 10-Year Treasury 0.288 0.0202 0.00767
(0.572) (0.696) (0.711)

Construction Material
Price

0.774∗∗∗ 0.867∗∗∗ 0.872∗∗

(0.222) (0.261) (0.265)

Income Share of
Bottom 50 Percent

-1.332 -1.270 -1.267

(1.783) (1.932) (1.946)

Income Share of
Top 1 Percent

-1.639 -0.959 -0.927

(1.056) (0.999) (1.016)
R2 .52 .63
Year Controls None Spline None Cubic Spline Cubic Spline Cubic Spline Cubic Spline
Specification OLS OLS IV IV IV IV IV: No RE/Finance
Kliebergen-Paap F-stat 15.14 46.83 33.17 22.56 18.74
Observations 78 56 56 56 56 56 56

Standard errors robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (3 lags) in parentheses.

The cubic spline used has 5 knots. Divergence is instrumented using the industry-implied divergence, lagged by 3 years.

In Column (7), the industry-implied divergence excludes construction, real estate and finance.
+ p < .1, ∗ p < .05, ∗∗ p < .01, ∗∗∗ p < .001

the assumptions in Borusyak et al. (2022)—exogenous industry shocks—are more ap-

propriate for our setting.21 Under the Borusyak et al. (2022) assumptions, industry

shares do not have to be exogenous across regions; for example, the concentration of

the high-tech industry in low-elasticity areas would not present a problem for us.

Borusyak et al. (2022) provide ways to verify the validity of the assumptions

behind our shift-share design. A critical one is a falsification test showing that the

instrument does not predict lagged changes in the outcome. Corresponding to that,

our local projection allows for a pre-trends test, akin to what they suggest.

In addition, Borusyak et al. (2022) emphasize the importance of sensitivity tests

to variables that might be correlated to the shocks. In our case, it is important to

21Note that this assumption only matters for industries which are concentrated in either high- or
low-income parts of the country, since industries which are equally large everywhere have no effect
on divergence.

Further, under these assumptions, there is no need to construct the instruments using a leave-
one-out methodology, as the plausible exogeneity is due to the randomness of which industries are
growing faster.
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test whether controlling for time series confounders, i.e. omitted variables that might

be correlated to both the instrument and house prices, changes our estimates. The

literature has relatively little guidance on what confounders might be correlated to

the instrument, so we focus on variables that are argued to be correlated to house

prices.

Finally, Borusyak et al. (2022) also emphasize clustering errors at the industry-

level rather than the geographic level. Our approach is even more conservative,

because we only have one observation per year. We have one observation per year, so

we use HAC standard errors with a lag of three years for our specifications.

The time series of industry-predicted divergence is plotted in Figure 3. Two things

stand out about this graph. The first is that industry growth is able to explain many

of the changes in regional divergence. The second is that the changes predicted by

industry growth have smaller fluctuations and lead the actual divergence line by a

few years, perhaps due to the time it takes for demand to spillover into other sec-

tors (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2014; Howard, 2020; Bartik and Sotherland, 2019).22

The similarity of actual divergence to industry-predicted divergence supports our as-

sumption that industry shocks are one of the main drivers of actual divergence. The

smaller fluctuations in the industry-predicted series imply that local multipliers play

a positive but quantitatively small role in magnifying local fluctuations.

In Columns (3)-(7) of Table 1, we use the instrument to test the causal relationship

between regional divergence and real house prices. We instrument divergence with

the industry-caused divergence, lagged three years. With a three-year lag, the first-

stage F-stat is over 15, suggestive that it is a strong instrument.23 The relationship

22A third thing to note would be that the industry-predicted divergence does not feature an
upward trend, as does actual divergence. This is mainly an issue for the relevance of the instrument.
In most of the specifications, we include controls for time-trends, so this is not a problem, but note
that in Column (3) of Table 1, which does not feature a time trend, the instrument is weaker.

23The results are robust to a four-year or five-year lag, which yield similar results.
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is statistically significant at the one percent level.

One potential threat to our identification is the possibility of omitted variables

that are correlated to both our instrument and house prices. To check the robustness

of our causal claim, we add controls to our regression, corresponding to the sensitivity

analysis in Borusyak et al. (2022). First, we include a cubic spline, with five knots in

Column (4). We also control for log real GDP per capita in Column (5). Column (6)

adds the remaining control variables considered in Column (2). Our estimate remains

fairly stable throughout.24

One way our identifying assumption could fail is if one industry’s (e.g. the con-

struction sector’s) growth was correlated with shocks to housing demand; and at the

same time, if that industry was a higher share of personal income in higher-income re-

gions. If this were the case, divergence could spuriously be associated with house price

increases, since an increase to housing demand would increase house prices and also

cause that sector to grow, which in turn would increase regional divergence, causing

the two series to be correlated. To deal with this concern, we show that fluctuations in

the predicted divergence measure remain very similar if we exclude the construction,

real estate and financial sectors (shown in Figure A20 of the Appendix).25 In Column

(6) we use this measure in place of the instrument, and the results are unchanged.

A side benefit to our shift-share strategy is that we can tell which industries are

responsible for the increase in divergence. We selectively “turn off” each industry’s

24The fact that the IV and OLS estimates are the same could reflect that multiple biases cancel
out (e.g. a positive bias of house prices raising divergence through aggregate demand and a negative
bias from house prices lowering the ability to agglomerate in rich cities).

Interestingly, only one of these controls is significant: the price of construction materials. This is
largely because during the one period in which prices rose and divergence did not, the early 1980s,
was a time in which construction materials has a large boom and bust. We discuss this more in
Section 4.

25The reason is that real estate is a tiny share of personal income, while construction makes up
roughly the same fraction of income in all parts of the U.S. and so shocks to these sectors have little
effect on divergence overall. Finance has a small positive effect on divergence since it is concentrated
in higher-income regions.
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contribution to national divergence by setting the growth rate of these industries equal

to the growth rate of average incomes, and recalculating predicted divergence. When

we do this, we find that the industries most responsible for the rise in divergence

right before the 2000’s house price boom are professional services—information tech-

nology, finance and insurance, professional and scientific services, business services,

etc.26 These industries grew faster than the national average during this time and are

concentrated in high-income regions. Setting their industries’ growth to the national

average reduces the increase in predicted divergence between 1995 and 2000 from

0.18 log points to 0.10 log points, as shown in A19 in the Appendix. Manufacturing,

oil/mining, agriculture, and other services all play a smaller role in explaining the re-

mainder of the boom. Before 1995 and after about 2010, professional services are not

important for explaining divergence overall, and in general, we find that divergence

is explained by different industries at different times.27

1.3 Impulse Responses

In order to check the exogeneity of our instrument, we also undertake an alternative

approach to the time series analysis. We run a local projection to generate an impulse

response of a change in the industry-driven divergence on measured divergence and

house prices. Critically, this allows us to look at pre-trends of house prices that

provides a falsification test along the lines suggested by Borusyak et al. (2022).

26We define this to be NAICS codes 51-52 and 54-71; and SIC codes 62-65, 67, and 73-86; or the
equivalent BEA codes from each year.

This finding is consistent with Eckert et al. (2020), who argue that skilled scalable services are
responsible for the decline in regional convergence.

27The increase after 2010 is driven by a mix of sectors, particularly “Mining, quarrying, and oil
and gas extraction” and “Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting”. If divergence were always
explained by growth rates in any particular industry, we might worry that this industry has some
special relationship to housing demand shocks.
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We estimate the following local projection:

log yt+s − log yt−1 = βs∆Industry Divergencet + γXt + εt (2)

where y is the outcome of interest, e.g. house prices, ∆Industry Divergence is the

one-year change in the previously-described measure, and X is a vector of controls.

In our baseline, we include two lags of ∆Industry Divergence.

As before, the identifying assumption is that shocks to the shift-share time series

are orthogonal to any concurrent or future innovations in the time series of house

prices that are not caused by changes in divergence

The results of this local projection are presented in Figure 4, with our measure of

actual divergence and house prices as the two major outcomes. There is a statistically

significant increase in both series. Even more importantly, there is no significant

change in the five years prior to the shock. If anything, the statistically-insignificant

pre-trend on house prices is in the wrong direction.

In Appendix Figure A1, we show sensitivity analysis for the previous result. As

discussed in the previous section, one possible violation of the identification assump-

tion is that housing demand is directly associated with certain industries, i.e. con-

struction, real estate or finance. We show that the results do not vary if we drop

them from the construction of our shift-share index. Another possible concern would

be if the shocks we identify are not truly unexpected and house prices have already

priced them in. Given that the pre-trend is in the wrong direction, this is unlikely,

but we can address this by including two lags of house price changes and divergence

as controls. Similarly, it could be that controlling for two lags of industry divergence

are not sufficient to capture the data generating process. Including six lags of indus-

try divergence does not change the results. Further, one might be concerned that
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Figure 4: Impulse Responses to Industry Divergence. A local projection to
innovations in the industry-driven divergence series, for regional divergence and house
prices. Standard errors robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (bandwidth
3). Local projections estimated using Equation (2).

GDP growth is an important omitted variable, so we can add GDP growth in the

concurrent year, as well as two lagged years, as controls. We can add the previous

GDP growth controls and three years of ten-year interest rates changes, inflation, and

income shares of the top 50 and top 1 percent as controls. None of these additional

controls change the result.

Finally, in Appendix Figures A2 and A3 we show that we obtain similar results

using one-year industry growth to construct the shift-share instrument. Innovations

to ten-year divergence are very similar to one-year divergence, so one would expect

the local projection to show similar results.
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2 Theory

In this section, we propose a model to explain the relationship between divergence

and house prices discussed in the previous section. Our model adds expectations and

an asset pricing equation to a standard Rosen (1979)-Roback (1982) model.

Our model is purposefully simple. First, the simplicity makes our mechanism more

clear and illustrates what assumptions are necessary to deliver the causal relationship

we found in the previous section. In later sections, we show these assumptions are

largely supported by the data. Second, due to its simplicity, the model makes clear

predictions on non-targeted moments that distinguish it from other models. Being

able to test these predictions adds plausibility to the causal relationship we found

and the mechanisms that we propose to explain it.

2.1 Setup

Consider I regions, denoted by i. Time is discrete and indexed by t. There are

mobile hand-to-mouth consumers and absentee landlords. Income in the model is

region-specific and is an exogenous endowment.28 Income growth is given by the

following equation:

logwit − logwi,t−1 = λt + κt logwi,t−1 + εit (3)

where λt captures the national growth rate and κt represents regional divergence.

Note that both are time-varying. εit is an idiosyncratic state-specific term.

Mobile hand-to-mouth consumers have Cobb-Douglas utility over a tradable good

28We make the assumption of exogenous wages and look at house prices as an endogenous outcome.
This reflects our empirical exercise, where we found that plausibly exogenous changes to divergence
had an effect on house prices.
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and housing, and frictionlessly choose where to live. Their problem is given by:

Ut = max
i

max
cT,it,cNT,it,hit

c1−φ−ψ
T,it cψNT,ith

φ
it

subject to cT,it + pNT,itcNT,it + rithit = wit, where cT,it is the consumption of tradable

goods in region i at time t, cNT,it is the consumption of non-tradables, and hit is

housing. The price of tradables is normalized to 1.

Competitive firms produce tradable goods linearly with labor that has produc-

tivity wit, hence the wage is pinned down at wit. Competitive non-tradable firms

produce goods yNT,it = L1−ω
NT,itH

ω
NT,it, hence the price of non-tradables is given by

pNT,it = (1− ω)ω−1ω−ωw1−ω
it rωit.

Free mobility leads to an indifference condition over their indirect utility a la

Rosen (1979) and Roback (1982):

logwit − α log rit = logwjt − α log rjt (4)

where α ≡ φ+ωψ
1−ψ(1−ω)

.

Absentee landlords are risk-neutral and rent the housing to the mobile consumers.

We assume there are no bubbles, so house prices are given by the present discounted

value of rents:

pi,t =
∞∑
s=t

1

(1 +R)s−t
Et[ri,s] (5)

where R is the interest rate, for now assumed to be constant, and ri,s is the rent in

location i at time s.

We assume that expectations of κt for the landlords are based on the regression

from the previous section.29 We further assume that landlords expect κt to remain

29As we show in Appendix Figure A4, many measures of regional income divergence look similar
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at its current level forever. To put it another way, landlords are extrapolating recent

trends in divergence into the infinite future. We defend this assumption in Section 3.

A housing supply curve in each region defines a relationship between housing

construction and prices.

Hit = Hi,t−1 + Fi(pit) (6)

where H is the total housing supply in a city and Fi(·) is strictly increasing. We allow

Fi to vary by region, consistent with Saiz (2010). In the poorest region, house prices

are determined by the cost of construction, which is exogenous to the model. This

represents a perfectly elastic housing supply function in these areas, i.e. F is vertical.

pkt,t = p̄ (7)

where kt = argminiwit.

Finally, per capita housing consumption—both direct consumption and indirect

consumption through non-tradables—is given by the Cobb-Douglas utility, implying

that

Hit

Lit
= (φ+ ψω)

wit
rit

(8)

The equilibrium of this model is defined by equations (3)-(8). For a given rate

of expected convergence κt and incomes wit, the prices and rents are determined by

the equations (3), (4), (5), and (7). These prices and rents imply a certain amount

of housing and population by equations (6) and (8). Because the poorest region is

perfectly elastic, they take the remaining population.

in the data.
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2.2 Predictions

We can solve this model for rents and house prices in each region. Rents are given

by:

log rit − log r̄ =
1

α
log

wit
w̄t

(9)

where w̄t is the income in the poorest region, and r̄ is the rent in the poorest region,

which is equal to R
1+R

p̄. Note that rents do not depend on divergence because they are

determined solely by the current income premium over the lowest-income location.

In other words, this expression uses only equations (4) and (7).

We can also solve the model for house prices:

pit
p̄

=
R

1 +R

∞∑
s=t

1

(1 +R)s−t

(
wit
w̄t

)(1+κt)s−t/α

The right-hand side is the present discounted value of rent, divided by rent in the

poorest area. These relative rents are governed by the relative wages, which grow at

rate κt, i.e. divergence, each year.

A helpful log-linear approximation is that

log pit − log p̄ ≈ R

R− κt
1

α
log

wit
w̄t

(10)

This equation resembles the equation for rent, but with an extra term: R
R−κt .

30 When

κt = 0, people expect wage differences across space to be the same forever, so prices

and rents are proportional. When κt > 0 and people expect future income divergence,

the difference in prices between richer and poorer regions is larger than the difference

30The log-linearization is around the case where wit = w̄t and pit = p̄ for the left-hand side.
The log-approximation of the equation is log pit − log p̄ ≈ R

1+R

∑∞
s=t

1
(1+R)s−t

1
α (1 + κt)

s−t log wit
w̄t

because near wit = w̄, the right-hand side sums to 1. Equation (10) is the series summation of that
expression, which converges if κt < R.
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in rents because people expect the rents to increase more in richer areas. Conversely

if κt < 0, then the difference in prices is smaller than the difference in rents.31

The extra term resembles the formula for the Gordon growth model. Intuitively,

the growth rate of rents depends on κt, so it is natural to have a similar equation.

However, because the price of the house in the poorest region is pinned down by

construction costs, the interest rate also appears in the numerator, unlike in the

Gordon growth formula.

Equations (9) and (10) lead to the first four predictions:

Prediction 1: Average rents are determined by the ratio of the average income

over the income in the poorest region.

Rents in any region are given by the difference between local income and income

in the poorest region (Equation 9). The aggregate is simply the average over all the

regions.

Prediction 2: Average house prices are increasing in regional divergence.

From Equation (10), when κt increases, prices rise everywhere but the poorest

region (where the elastic housing supply assumption implies that they are equal to

construction costs). So the average rises. Although other factors matter as well,

divergence will be the primary driver of house prices in our calibration, matching

what we see in the data. The ratio of the average wage to the lowest wage affects

prices but to a lesser degree.

Prediction 3: A cross-sectional regression of house prices on income has a higher

estimated coefficient when divergence is large. In contrast, a cross-sectional regression

of rents on income has a constant coefficient.

Higher divergence increases the difference in house prices between high- and low-

income areas. In a within-year regression of house prices on income, the model pre-

31The effects of interest rates on house prices are ambiguous. We discuss it further in Section 5.
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dicts that the coefficient on income should be 1
α

R
R−κt , so it is high when divergence

is high (equation 10). For rents, the coefficient is 1
α

, which is constant over time

(equation 9).

Prediction 4: Regional house prices are more sensitive to national house prices

in higher income regions.

Our model microfounds the reasons certain areas might have more “sensitive”

house prices to national changes. In the poorest region, a change in κt has no effect

on local house prices because they are close to construction.32 But in the richest

region, a change in κt has a large effect on house prices.33

Formally, by Equation (10), if the yearly change in state incomes are small com-

pared to the effect of the change in divergence, then the national change in house

prices is given by the change in ∂pt
∂κt

= R
(R−κt)2

1
α

(logwt − log w̄t), where pt is national

house prices and wt is average income in year t. The change in any state’s individual

house prices are given by ∂pit
∂κt

= R
(R−κt)2

1
α

(logwi,t − log w̄t). So the sensitivity of the

state’s house prices should be given by logwit−log w̄t

logwt−log w̄t
, which is linearly increasing in

income.

Prediction 5: In the two-region case, there should be more construction in the

higher-income region when there is high regional divergence. In addition, population

increases in the higher-income region.

Intuitively, when house prices are high, they are highest in the highest-income

cities, which produce more housing because they have upward-sloping supply curves.

32As we show in Appendix A.9, the poorer states are what drives divergence: high-income states
have little correlation between divergence and their growth rates, whereas poor states have a very
negative correlation. Therefore, this prediction emphasizes the GE nature of the model: the growth
rate of the poor states affects house prices in the rich states, but not as much in the poor states
themselves.

33This intuition only makes sense if the relative income of regions is relatively stable. In practice,
states do change relative income, but the correlation of state income across time is high, even over
many years.
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So there should be more construction in the higher-income region. By the free mobility

assumption, there should be migration into this region as well. But because cities can

vary on both their income and housing supply elasticity, there is no general theorem

on the direction of migration between any two particular cities. We can only make

this prediction into a theorem in the two-region case. Recall that the poorer region’s

housing supply is perfectly elastic, and the higher-income region has a positive finite

housing supply elasticity.34

2.3 Comparison to Other Models

Our five predictions help distinguish our model from others that might be able to

match some subset of our data.

The fact that our model predicts different things for rents and house prices (e.g.

Predictions 1, 2, and 3) immediately distinguishes it from theories that do not include

either changes in expectations or a segmented market between owner-occupied and

rental housing. Further, our story predicts changes in the price-rent ratio, even for the

same house, consistent with the findings of Begley et al. (2019). Since changes to the

price-rent ratio explain most of house price volatility, we view this as an important

34To show the prediction formally for the two-region case, consider a comparative static in which
κt increases, wrich,t/wpoor,t increases, wrich,t weakly increases, and wpoor,t weakly decreases. By the
solution for house prices and equation (6), supply is given by:

Hrich,t = Hrich,t−1 + F

(
p̄

R

1 +R

∞∑
s=t

1

(1 +R)s−t

(
wrich,t
wpoor,t

)(1+κt)
s−t/α

)

which is increasing in both κt and wrich,t/wpoor,t. Therefore the supply of housing in the rich city
has increased.

By equation (9), rents in the rich region are given by log rrich,t = log rpoor,t + 1
α logwrich,t −

1
α logwpoor,t. Since 1

α > 1 and wpoor,t is weakly decreasing, log rrich,t is increasing by more than
logwrich,t. By the Cobb-Douglas assumption, this corresponds to a decrease in per capita housing
demand.

Because the supply of housing, Hrich,t, has gone up, and the per capita demand for housing,
wrich,t/rrich,t, has decreased, then by equation (8), population must increase.
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contribution. A model of segmented markets—a critical ingredient for the role of

credit—would not make that prediction (Greenwald and Guren, 2021).

Our model also predicts substantial house price heterogeneity by regional income

(Predictions 3 and 4). In principle, this distinguishes it from the class of models that

explain regional heterogeneity through the interaction of a national housing demand

shock (or expectations of a future housing demand shock) and different regional hous-

ing supply elasticities. However, due to the high correlation between housing supply

elasticity and income (see Figure 6), there is no good way to empirically draw out this

distinction.35 However, these predictions rule out any theory that does not account

for this heterogeneity.

The locations of construction and migration (Prediction 5) draw a more empirically-

relevant distinction between our theory and theories based on a national housing

demand shock. A national housing demand shock would drive people to move and

build housing in lower-income housing-supply-elastic areas (Davidoff et al., 2016).

A theory of regional divergence, however, predicts people move into high-income

housing-supply-inelastic areas when house prices are highest.

Several of our predictions also draw a distinction between our theory and Ganong

and Shoag (2017). In their theory, based on changing supply constraints, house prices

and rents move together. Hence, Predictions 1, 2, and 3 can distinguish our theory

from theirs. In addition, if supply constraints are causing higher house prices, we

would expect people to move out of the rich high-housing-cost regions when house

prices are high, meaning that Prediction 5 could also distinguish the stories.36

35If housing supply elasticities and income were uncorrelated, an econometrician could see which
was better at explaining the cross-section of house price movements.

36The motivation for their paper is explaining the long-term rise in house prices and rents, not
the fluctuations, which is supported by their finding of a steady increase in supply restrictions over
time. Our predictions are not falsifying that claim. But they would in principle falsify the claim
that their mechanism could explain short-run booms and busts in house prices.
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Finally, our model provides a reason for expectations to change (Prediction 2).

Many studies that have emphasized the role of expectations for house price fluctua-

tions (Kaplan et al., 2019; Ben-David et al., 2019) do not focus on why expectations

change.

3 Discussion of Model Assumptions

This section provides evidence for the assumptions of our model. Admittedly, the

assumptions were chosen to be able to generate the relationship between regional

divergence and house prices which we found in Section 1. Nonetheless, we wish to

argue that they are reasonable when we look at the data. First, we show that it is

important to include divergence in a model of state-level income growth and that it

is reasonable for agents to base their expectations over divergence by measuring it

over several years, such as the ten-year time frame we adopt. We also show that this

resembles actual measures of expectations. Finally, we discuss our assumptions for

regional differences in housing supply elasticity and the relationship between rent and

income.

3.1 Including Divergence in the State Income Process

The growing interest by economists in regional divergence provides a reason that it

ought to be included in models of state-level income growth (Ganong and Shoag,

2017; Berry and Glaeser, 2005; Moretti, 2013; Giannone, 2017). We go further in this

section by providing statistical evidence that regional divergence matters.37

We show the R2 from three regressions, where the outcome variable is the average

37We specify a state-level income process that is based on an exogenous divergence rate. The
exogeneity is justified based on our empirical results where we show that changes in divergence are
largely caused by relative industry growth rates, which we consider exogenous to the housing market.
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Table 2: R2 of regression of state-level income growth

Estimating equation R2 Within R2

No Divergence 1
10

log(wit/wi,t−10) = λt + εit 0.77 0

Fixed Divergence 1
10

log(wit/wi,t−10) = λt + κ logwi,t−10 + εit 0.86 0.38

Time-varying Divergence 1
10

log(wit/wi,t−10) = λt + κt logwi,t−10 + εit 0.89 0.53

10-year state income growth. Each unit of observation is a state-year pair. The

“Within R2” column shows the percent of the variance explained after taking out

the year fixed effects. The first regression, in Row (1) of Table 2, corresponds to

the baseline, where state income growth is based on national income growth and an

idiosyncratic factor. Under this specification, national income growth can explain 77

percent of the variation in state-level growth. The second regression, in Row (2),

also includes the log of lagged income. This corresponds to including a fixed amount

of convergence in every year. The model fit significantly improves, from 77 percent

to 86 percent. Even better, a time-varying divergence, corresponding to the third

regression and seen in Row (3), can explain significantly more, more than half of the

cross-sectional variation within years.38 This makes sense, as divergence has changed

a lot over time, so allowing it to time-vary should improve the fit significantly.

What this analysis shows is that state-level income is not idiosyncratic. It depends

on both national growth, but also significantly on regional divergence. By considering

time-varying divergence, we can explain more than half of the state-level variance that

a more naive model would consider “idiosyncratic.”

Of course, just because regional divergence is helpful to explain the cross-section of

state income growth does not make it a “fundamental” cause. Based on the literature

and the instrument we used in Section 1, we think it is largely driven by different

38The adjusted within R2 is 0.52, which is not that different. This is as expected since there are
still well over 3000 degrees of freedom in this regression.
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industries’ growth rates (Barro and Sala-I-Martin, 1991; Giannone, 2017; Eckert et al.,

2020). We wish to emphasize that in order to explain state income, a model ought

to allow for some mechanism through which there is systematic and time-varying

convergence or divergence.

Another way to show the importance of divergence is through factor analysis. In

Appendix Section A.3, we use factor analysis to show not only that divergence is

important, but also that it is more-or-less the second most important factor. Taking

the two most important factors across the 49 state-level time series, we see in Figure

A7 that the second factor is highly correlated to regional divergence and that the

loadings on that factor are highly correlated to income.39

3.2 Sources of Expectations Over Divergence

The model assumes that expectations about future divergence are determined from

recent divergence. We follow the literature (e.g., Barro and Sala-I-Martin, 1991) in

measuring divergence using ten years of recent income data, but a natural question is

whether this is a reasonable determinant of agents’ expectations. There are two pos-

sible ways for this assumption to be true. One possibility is that our ten-year measure

of divergence predicts future divergence one-for-one and our backwards looking expec-

tations coincide with forward looking rational expectations. A second possibility is

that agents expect more persistence in divergence than there truly is. Unfortunately,

the persistence of the time series and how agents form expectations are two very dif-

ficult questions, neither of which we will fully solve. Instead, we provide evidence of

two weaker things, which we nonetheless find informative. First, there is undoubtedly

significant persistence in the time series of divergence. Second, people’s expectations

39The first factor resembles national income growth, and most states have similar loadings near
1. The first factor explains 85.4 percent of the variance and the second factor explains 6.4 percent.
No other factor explains more than 2.1 percent of the variance.
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over local prices are consistent with the hypothesis that they form expectations over

divergence in the way we propose.

The first important reason to think recent divergence is correlated with agents’

expectations is that divergence is persistent in the data. Therefore, an agent with ra-

tional expectations would find the recent history of divergence salient.40 In Appendix

A.4 we show directly that past divergence has a quantitatively important impact on

realized future incomes. When divergence was recently high, it would be correct to

expect relatively more future growth in high-income states. Table A1 shows results

of a state-level regression of wages on lagged divergence and control variables. Diver-

gence shows a statistically significant and economically important relationship with

future state income.

If divergence is persistent, why use ten years of data and not just the most recent

year? In Appendix A.5, we look at the statistical properties of a one-year measure of

divergence. An innovation in the time series of one-year divergence has a component

that persists indefinitely. However, a larger component of that innovation is noise,

and disappears within one or two years. Based on that, agents’ expectations over

divergence ought to be based on a “Goldilocks” length of time: short enough to be

informative about the recent past, but long enough to not be mostly noise.

Of course, we could do more sophisticated things than our ten-year regression to

measure divergence, and so we show in Section 4.3.1 that many sensible sources of

expectations have similar predictions for house prices, including alternate numbers

of years, measures based on other geographies, and agents that have approximately

rational expectations based on a specific data-generating process for house prices. We

choose to assume that expectations are based on the previous ten years because it

40Because of the high persistence, the recent history being salient would also hold with other
modeling choices for expectations.
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is the most common measure in the literature (e.g. Barro and Sala-I-Martin, 1991;

Berry and Glaeser, 2005).

Another important reason to think that lagged divergence determines expectations

comes from survey measures of expectations. The Michigan Survey of Consumers

(MSC) asks respondents their expectations over the one-year change in prices, hous-

ing prices, and the respondent’s income.41 Ideally, we could directly measure every

consumer’s expectations of future incomes and prices in every state, and use that

to calculate expected price and income divergence. In fact, we only know agents’

personal expectations, along with what state they live in. Using this, we can run a

yearly regression of expectations on state-level log income, and use the coefficients to

measure implied divergence. More details about the construction of the expectations

indexes are available in Appendix C.4.

Our preferred measure of expectations for this exercise is inflation expectations.

The main reason we prefer this over income is that it is much less noisy, which

makes sense because the survey’s income questions ask respondents about expecta-

tions for their personal incomes, which are highly idiosyncratic. Importantly, inflation

expectations—in the context of our model but also in general—should also reflect

expectations for local income growth (Rosen, 1979; Roback, 1982; Moretti, 2013).

Higher local income is passed through to local prices both because non-tradable prices

become more expensive and also because rents increase in response to incomes (i.e.

our Rosen (1979)-Roback (1982) assumption). Since rents and non-tradable goods are

a large fraction of the consumer price index, this should be an important component

41Similar to the way the Michigan survey cleans price expectations, we censor particularly high
and low income expectation responses, and we assign responses that indicate a direction but not a
precise number to the mean of other responses in that year and state which share the same sign.
We then average to a state-year data point using the survey weights. For all regressions using the
Michigan Survey, we weight state data by the sum of the survey weights from the Michigan data
(overall, there are more than 6000 respondents per year, but some states have less than ten).
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Figure 5: Divergence in Expected Local Prices. The Expected Divergence line
is the coefficient of a regression of 1-year expected price on income growth from the
Michigan Survey of Consumers on log income, weighted by survey weights. Smoothed
Expected Divergence is a three-year moving average of the Expected Divergence line.
Divergence is the line described in Figure 2.
Source: Michigan Survey of Consumers and calculations as described in the text.

of inflation expectations.

The relationship between expectations divergence and realized income divergence

is shown in Figure 5. The two series fluctuate with similar timing, suggesting that the

ten-year measure we use for divergence is approximately how people actually form

expectations.

In Appendix A.6, we show similar results for house price divergence expectations

and for personal income expectations. These series are also positively correlated to

divergence, but noisier. As we mentioned above, the income measure is noisy because

it asks about consumers’ personal income expectations, when what we really want is

expectations for local average incomes.
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3.3 Housing Supply Elasticity

We make the assumption that the poorest region has a perfectly elastic housing

supply due to the strong empirical relationship between housing supply elasticity, as

measured by Saiz (2010), and income. We show this in Figure 6a. Higher income

cities uniformly have low elasticities, but lower income cities often have very elastic

housing supply, and one might hypothesize that areas outside of MSAs are probably

even more elastic. In related work, Howard and Liebersohn (2021) consider a model

of rents where there is a strong relation between elasticity and income growth. In

this paper—because our focus is more on expectations—it is more tractable to make

an extreme assumption of perfect elasticity in the lowest-income state.

We should note that there exists a growing literature on why housing supply

elasticities might endogenously be correlated to high income and high house price

areas (e.g. Parkhomenko, 2018; Bunten, 2017). We take the relationship for granted

in our model.

3.4 Income-Rent Relationship

Equation (4) implies a perfectly linear relationship between rents and incomes in

the cross-section of states. This is supported by the fact that the data show a high

cross-state correlation between per capita income and rent per square foot (0.89 in

2015). It is also a fairly stable relationship, which we discuss as a prediction of our

model.42 In addition, our other work, Howard and Liebersohn (2021), argues that

people’s location demand is quite elastic in the long run and since a significant part of

the value of a house will be based on rents far in the future, that is the quantitatively

42Our model abstracts from amenities. To the extent they are unrelated to income, they will serve
as a residual to our model which would average out over many states. To the extent that they are
correlated, we could incorporate them in our calibration of α.
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important measure.43

Because of this assumption, the exact housing supply elasticities of states besides

the perfectly-elastic one do not matter for prices. Of course, they would play a

critical role for quantities. Alternatively, if we relaxed the assumption of perfect

mobility, housing supply elasticities would play a role in determining prices (Howard

and Liebersohn, 2021) but because of the strong relationship in Figure 6b, we feel

that perfect mobility is a reasonable benchmark and it makes the model significantly

more tractable.

Besides free mobility, equation (4) also requires the Cobb-Douglas assumption

for utility. While there is evidence against unit elasticities of housing consumption

to rents or income (Albouy, Ehrlich and Liu, 2016; Polinsky and Ellwood, 1979;

Hanushek and Quigley, 1980; Mayo, 1981), any utility function, combined with free

mobility, will generate an indifference condition similar to equation (4).

4 Predictions

In this section, we check the five predictions of the model, qualitatively and quanti-

tatively.

4.1 Calibration

Predictions 1-4 are qualitative, i.e. they suggest a correlation in the time-series or

cross-section. They are also quantitative; for a set of model parameters, the rela-

tionships should have specific magnitudes.44 To check the quantitative aspects, we

43There are a huge range of calibrations for long-run population mobility that are used in the
literature, ranging from a population elasticity to wages of about 3 to about infinity.

44Prediction 5 depends on the precise magnitude of supply elasticities, which have likely changed
over time, so it is hard to make any quantitative prediction.
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Figure 6: Checking Assumptions in the Data. In (a), each dot represents an
MSA, for which Saiz (2010) computed housing supply elasticities. The x-value of
the point corresponds to the 2015 per capita personal income (BEA) in the counties
making up that MSA. The size of the dot is proportional to the population, and the
line of best fit is also population-weighted. In (b), each point is a state, and it relates
the 2015 rent per square foot from Zillow to the 2015 per capita personal income.

parametrize the model, though it should be noted that one could not believe the

parametrization and still be interested in the qualitative predictions.

There are only a handful of parameters to calibrate for this model. We calibrate

α = 0.62 following Moretti (2013), which accounts for the fact that rental prices are

passed on into other goods. We calibrate R = 0.05.

The trickiest part of the model to calibrate is the wage of the lowest-income

region. One option would be to use the lowest-income state, but that suffers from a

few drawbacks. First, it can be quite noisy. To address this, we take the average of

the five lowest-income states. Second, even the lowest-income states have experienced

urbanization over the last ninety years. To account for this, we include a trend term,

which we set to half a percent per year.45 So our measure of w̄t is given by the average

income of the five lowest-income states in year t, discounted by half a percent for each

45This is motivated by the fact that the fifth percentile of state’s income has grown half a percent
faster than the fifth percentile of CBSA income since 1969, the first year for which we can measure
CBSA income.
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year since 1929.46

4.2 The Time Series of Rents

The first prediction of the model was that regional income inequality (specifically, the

average difference relative to the poorest region) pinned down the average rent level

in the country. When regional incomes are more unequal, the average rent should be

higher because it represents a premium over states that are much lower-income.
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Figure 7: Average rents, model-implied and data. Data comes from the BLS’s
CPI rent series and is deflated by overall CPI.

In Figure 7, we show that the model-implied rents, which are based only on income

data and the previous calibration, do a good job of explaining aggregate rents. The

large decline in the pre-war era, the gradual decline post-war, and the rise since 1980

are all present in the model, and many of the fluctuations are as well. The magnitudes

are in line with the data.47

46The primary effect of this calibration is to introduce an upward trend in both rents and house
prices, which is going to help us match the data. An alternative way to match the trend would be
to assume that construction costs have increased over time, but given the fact that urbanization has
occurred everywhere and that there is little evidence of increasing construction costs, we prefer to
make this assumption.

47If we instead wished to match the time series given by Crone et al. (2010), we would need to
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We believe we are the first paper to document the relationship between regional

income inequality and the level of average rents over such a long time period. In

Appendix A.2, we show that this is not because of the specific measure of regional

income inequality that we are using. In fact, the standard deviation and other dis-

persion measures show a very similar overall pattern to rents.

4.3 The Time Series of House Prices

The second prediction of the model was that divergence should be related to aggregate

house prices. This was shown as motivation in Figure 2, confirming this relationship

qualitatively. Table 1 showed that the relationship was similar and statistically signifi-

cant. Many other measures of divergence are shown in Appendix Figure A4, including

estimates using other lag lengths and weighting schemes. Appendix Figure A5 shows

that the results are similar when using CBSAs instead of states. In this section, we

check that the magnitudes of the model are correct as well.

Figure 8 shows the model-implied house price series, next to the data. The aggre-

gate is a population-weighted average of the state-level model-implied house prices,

using the calibration from the previous section. Since World War II, the model and

data line up fairly well. The correlation between model implied house prices and

the real house price index is 0.47 (statistically significant at 1 percent). We use a

Hodrick-Prescott (HP) to separate real and model-implied house prices into trend

and cyclical components.48 Both the cyclical and trend components of model-implied

house prices are correlated to the components of house prices. The correlation be-

tween the trend components is 0.65 and the correlation between cyclical components

assume that the growth rate of income in the poorest five states versus the w̄t in the model were
about 1 percent higher per year. Changing this calibration has a comparatively small visual effect
on the time series of house prices because the fluctuations are larger, and our model actually mildly
underpredicts the trend.

48We use a smoothing parameter of 6.25, as suggested by Ravn and Uhlig (2002).
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Figure 8: Average house prices, model-implied and data. House price series
from Knoll et al. (2017) and deflated by CPI.

is 0.39, both statistically significant at 1 percent. Matching the time series of rents

and house prices has been a challenge for the literature, and we believe ours is the first

paper to even try to match such a long time series. Furthermore, we do so without

assuming that housing and rental markets are segmented.

The model does miss the time series of house prices in two places. First, it predicts

a big decline in the early 1940s compared to what actually happened. Given that

the ten years prior to 1939 involved the Great Depression and the prospect of World

War II, we think it is probable that the ten-year divergence rate is unrepresentative

of future divergence expectations, and that is where the model breaks down.49

Another place where the model misses is that it does not predict a small boom in

the late 1970s, and it predicts too large of a boom in the late 1980s. In Appendix B,

we show that a model with changing interest rates and construction costs can better

match house prices during this time period. Importantly, construction costs rose in

49The data at this time comes from newspaper advertisements in Chicago, Los Angeles, New
Orleans, New York, and Washington D.C. Another possibility is that this data is not an accurate
depiction of the national housing market. The data is more geographically representative and is
based on constant-quality from 1953 onward. See Knoll et al. (2017) for details.
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the 1970s and fell in the 1980s, helping to explain the timing.50 Interest rates are also

helpful because they dampen the effect of changes to regional divergence. We discuss

the role of interest rates further in Section 5. Even with the additional features, the

time series of house prices is primarily driven by regional divergence.

4.3.1 Robustness of House Price Results to Alternative Assumptions Re-

garding Expectations

In Figure 9(a), we investigate the robustness of our house price result, specifically with

regards to our expectations assumption. To do that, we present other reasonable

assumptions about how agents predict future divergence, and show that they still

generate realistic house price movements.

The first alternative way would be to measure divergence using cities instead of

states, but otherwise form expectations in an identical manner. Unfortunately, we

can only construct this measure since 1979 due to data availability, but the fit is

better, as the relative size of the 1990s boom and the 2000s boom are closer to the

data, and the timing of the 2000s boom is slightly improved.

Other alternative sources of expectations involve using 8 or 12 years instead of 10

years of recent data. Using 12 years improves the timing a bit, while 8 years is a little

worse.

The final alternative we present is an assumption that would be close to “rational

expectations,” if divergence follows a certain process. Specifically, we assume that

divergence is generated by

Divergencet = χt + εt (11)

where χt is a unit root process, where the first-difference has variance σ2
χ and εt is an

50Recall that construction costs were significant in explaining the time series of house prices in
Table 1.
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AR(1) process with persistence ρ and variance σ2
ε .

We assume agents measure divergence in every period by estimating

∆ logwit = κt logwit−1 + αt + εit (12)

which is a 1-year measure of divergence. We then estimate χt, εt, σ
2
χ, ρ, and σ2

ε using

a Kalman filter on κ̂t. Finally, we assume that divergence expectations at time t for

time t+ s are given by

Et[κt+s] = χ̂t + ρsε̂t (13)

This is the true expectation of future divergence if the true model is the model given

by (11). We then simulate the expectations of future rents based on the divergence

in (13), and use that to calculate house prices in the current period.51 We think this

is a reasonable model of how divergence evolves, and if agents believe that model and

form expectations based on expected divergence as described above, then it would

generate results akin to assuming divergence is based on the previous 10 years.52

However, it is not the case that any assumption would work, which we show in

Figure 9(b) and (c). In Panel (b), we present assumptions that generate too little

volatility in house prices. The perfect foresight model assumes that agents know the

51The equation for house prices, when expectations of divergence are not constant is given by:

pit
p̄

=
R

1 +R

∞∑
s=t

1

(1 +R)s−t
Et

(wit
w̄t

)Π
s−t
j=0

(1+κt+j)

α


52There is a small difference between these expectations and truly “rational expectations,” in that

these agents do not take into account the uncertainty in how divergence will evolve going forward.
We model it this way because if the unit root part of divergence drifts to be above R with positive
probability, house prices become unbounded under rational expectations. In the Kalman filter, χt
is always far from R, so the possibility is remote. Adding a feature where χt is bounded by some
number less than R could be combined with truly rational expectations to deliver a similar house
price path.
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Figure 9: Alternative Assumptions on Divergence Expectations.

true future path of income (we assume relative incomes remain the same after 2018

because we had to assume something). This generates almost no volatility in house

prices. Similarly, if agents assume that, going forward, divergence will be the average

amount of divergence, that does not generate much volatility. If agents assume that

the process generating divergence is a simple AR(1) and use the expected divergence

from that model to price housing, that does not generate enough volatility in house

prices. Even adding an increasing trend term to the AR(1) does not generate enough

volatility, although it can do a better job matching the increase in house prices over
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time.53

In Panel (c), we present assumptions that generate too much volatility in house

prices. If agents assume the true model of divergence is from (11), but that the εt is

i.i.d. instead of an AR(1), the house prices will have too much volatility. Similarly, if

agents used five years to generate divergence expectations, the implied house prices

would be too volatile. In particular, there are large spikes in the models’ house prices

when divergence expectations get too close to R,54 and, in fact, if you shorten the

range to less than five, there are periods in which house prices diverge to infinity.

We think this exercise highlights the key parts of our expectations assumption.

On the one hand, it demonstrates that there is nothing magical about our specific

assumptions. There is even a version of expectations that is close to rational and

which could generate similar results. But it also shows what is essential. Matching

house prices does require that the expectations over divergence are changing quickly:

assumptions in which long-term divergence are anchored do not generate enough

volatility. It also requires that the divergence results do not change too quickly based

on noise in very recent divergence. Using only the recent five years or beliefs that

divergence comes from a process with only a little bit of noise, generate way too much

volatility in house prices.

4.4 The Cross-Section of House Prices

Prediction 3 of the model is that the regression coefficient of a cross-sectional regres-

sion of house prices on income should be large when divergence is high. In fact, the

model predicts that this coefficient should be 1
α

R
R−κt . Using the previous calibration,

53We have to assume divergence goes to zero after 2050 in order for house prices to remain bounded.
54When divergence and interest rates are close together, the denominator of equation (10) gets

close to zero, making house prices grow without bound.
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we can compare the coefficient βt from the regression

log pit = βt logwit + γt + εit

to the predicted quantity from the model. Note that this regression estimates a

different βt for each year.

To run this regression, we use a combination of Zillow data and the FHFA house

price index to measure house prices per square foot over time.55 See Section C.3 for

more details.
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Figure 10: Cross-sectional relationship between house prices and income,
and rents and income. A regression of house prices (left) and rents (right) on
income across states, by year, in the model and the data.

The estimated βt’s and the quantity from the model are shown in Figure 10. Both

the data and the model feature a large increase during the 2000s boom and a smaller

increase in the late 1980s.

In contrast to house prices, the model predicts that rents and income should have

a constant relationship, 1
α

. We can estimate the same regression with rents as the

dependent variable. To do this, we use Zillow data on rents spliced with rental price

55The ideal measure would not adjust for features of the location, such as nearby jobs, but would
adjust for features of the housing stock, such as the age of the building.
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indices. We are not aware of any constant-quality rental price indices for states, so

we use the city as our unit of analysis and use the BLS index, which is available for

21 cities. As we expected, this cross-sectional regression coefficient is much flatter

over time (right side of Figure 10). We also plot the regression using state as our level

of analysis. The magnitude is roughly similar in recent years, but we cannot extend

this before the start of Zillow data in 2010.

4.5 The Sensitivity of State House Prices

Prediction 4 of the model was that higher-income states would have higher sensitivities

to national house prices. To measure sensitivity, we estimate the regression of the

one-year change in local house prices on the one-year change in national house prices,

state-by-state.

∆pit = βi∆pt + εit

where ∆pt is the national house price change, and βi is state-specific. We also run

the same regression on the predicted house prices from the model.56

The results are in Figure 11. In green are the βi’s from the regression on the

data, and the orange crosses come from the same regression, but using the model-

predicted house prices. The key result is that both are increasing in income and have

similar magnitudes. The poor states are only slightly sensitive to national divergence,

whereas the rich states are much more sensitive.57 Our model fails to explain the high

sensitivities of Nevada, California, Florida, and Arizona, which all had particularly

56Recall that sensitivity would be determined by income, only if most of the change in house prices
was due to changes in κt rather than relative incomes. Because the relative incomes change as well,
we expect a positive relationship between sensitivity and income, but not a one-to-one correlation.
Running the same regression on the model-generated house prices gives us a sense of the variation
that would naturally come from the changes in relative incomes.

57Appendix A.9 shows that income does not have the same pattern: poor states’ income growths
are negatively strongly correlated to divergence, whereas rich states’ are not that correlated. So this
pattern is not simply because incomes in high-states are more sensitive.
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Figure 11: The sensitivity of state house prices to national divergence, model and
data

large booms in the early 2000s.

In addition to this measure of sensitivity, other measures have been used in the

literature. We show that some prominent examples of these are also highly related

to income in Appendix A.8.

4.5.1 State-Level Model

Potentially, the model could also be used to understand house prices and population

movements within individual states, instead of estimating it across the entire United

States. We could imagine using the same calibration and feeding in county-level

incomes from within a single state, rather than state-level incomes from across the

country. We could then compare the model performance state-by-state. In fact, there

are a few reasons to think that the model might perform well in this smaller setting:

first, most moves do not cross state boundaries so the free mobility assumption is even

more plausible within states; second, the model will fit well if supply in poor counties is
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more elastic than in poor states.58 On the other hand, it is less clear whether people’s

expectations are more related to national income divergence or within-state income

divergence. If people in the states predict future divergence based more on national

divergence than within-state divergence then the state model might be inappropriate.

To explore this, we estimate the model using a panel of county incomes since

1969. The estimates are calculated in exactly the same way as our main results,

except treating counties as “states.” This means that we assume that the poorest

five counties in each state have infinite housing supply elasticity and we measure

divergence across counties within the state.

Figure A11 in Appendix A.7 shows model-implied house prices and actual real

house prices for the six largest states. Model-implied house prices and actual house

prices track closely for all states except Texas. Texas fits the data much better when

we population-weight the divergence equation, suggesting that the estimated fluctu-

ations in divergence are driven by incomes in low-income, low-population counties.

The bivariate regression estimate using data from all states yields a coefficient of

β = 0.70.59 One reason the model might do well is that the within-state estimates

are not that different than national estimates of divergence, for several of the states.

4.6 Construction and Migration

Our model finally predicts that when divergence is high, high-income states should

have more construction. Higher prices are due to greater demand in high-income

regions, which leads to more construction there. For the same reason, we should

see relative population movements into the higher-income region. These predictions

58This second reason is, of course, debatable, especially for expensive and highly-regulated states
like California.

59The regression of model-predicted prices on actual prices, while controlling for a state-specific
time trend, has a coefficient of 0.7 and a t-statistic of 6.87.
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Figure 12: Regional Divergence, Relative Permits Per Capita, and Net Mi-
gration in Higher Income States. States are divided by income in 1970. In (a),
the orange line is the difference between annual construction permits per capita each
year between the high-income group and the low-income group. In (b), we show the
relative migration rate and population growth, which we can do over a longer time
period. Linear trends are shown in dotted lines in each panel.

help distinguish between housing supply stories, in which people are pushed out of

high-income areas by high house prices, and our story, in which people are drawn to

high-income areas by the rising incomes.60

To test this, we divide the country into high-income states and low-income states

in 1970, and compare the permits as a percent of population in the two groups over

time.61 This is seen in Figure 12(a). The high-income states had more permits

60This prediction is related to findings by Davidoff et al. (2016), who shows that during the early
2000s housing boom, there was less relative construction in higher-income regions than in low income
regions. Our model is consistent with the findings in (Davidoff et al., 2016). This test of our model
extends those results to previous time periods.

61The reader may wonder why we do not regress migration on income levels as a test of the
prediction. We think there are two downsides to this. The first downside is that we know that
housing supply elasticities and income are correlated. So divergence being high is not a robust
prediction of higher population growth in high-income areas. In the two-region case, it is a prediction
of the model, but with more regions, the fact that high-income regions are also less-housing-elastic
may dominate. In fact, during recent years when divergence is high, the largest population growth
has been in middle-income cities, where migrants can receive the gains of higher wages but where it
is still possible to add additional housing (Howard and Liebersohn, 2021).

The second issue is that it is well-documented that building housing has gotten harder over time,
especially in high-income cities Ganong and Shoag (2017). Given that divergence has risen during
this time, this could lead to a spurious negative finding, where at times of highest divergence, there
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relative to trend in times where regional divergence is high relative to trend, and

fewer in times when regional divergence is low relative to trend.

In Figure 12(b), we create a similar figure, but with migration instead of permits.

The results in this figure are similar as for construction, but noisier. Before the

1980s, we are limited by the data to studying relative population growth rates. In

recent years, we are able to verify that the difference is due to migration, comparing

only migration rates between the two regions. Specifically, the richer states’ relative

growth is increasing during the housing booms in the 1950s, the late 1980s, the 2000s,

and during the recent housing price increase. As with Figure 8, we neither expect nor

find a strong relationship between divergence and house prices in the years during

and shortly after World War II.

Looking at Figure 12(b), divergence is on an upward trend, while the relative

movement of people into high income states is on a downward trend. This is likely

due to the fact that housing has become harder to build, especially in rich high-

density locations (Ganong and Shoag, 2017). We think our theory is doing a good

job of matching some of the fluctuations in the line, which would not be accounted

for by this gradual change in housing supply conditions. In Appendix A.10, we show

that if we discipline the model’s housing supply functions, we can even better match

the patterns in Figure 12(b).

5 Role of Interest Rates

The model makes new predictions for the effect of interest rates on the housing mar-

ket.62 The direct effect of an interest rate change on prices is small, and the sign is

is the least population growth in those cities.
62The role of interest rates is somewhat controversial. Dokko, Doyle, Kiley, Kim, Sherlund, Sim

and Van Den Heuvel (2011), Campbell, Davis, Gallin and Martin (2009), and Glaeser et al. (2012)
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actually ambiguous: it depends on whether income is converging or diverging. How-

ever, interest rates play a large indirect role. For empirically reasonable values, lower

interest rates make house prices more sensitive to divergence. Hence, when rates are

low, house prices change more in response to a change in divergence.

To see both of these facts, we consider the partial derivative of house prices with

respect to interest rates, and then the cross-partial derivative of house prices with

respect to interest rates and divergence.

∂ log pit
∂R

=
1

α

−κt
(R− κt)2

(logwit − log w̄t)

∂2 log pit
∂R∂κt

=
1

α

−R− κt
(R− κt)3

(logwit − log w̄t)

In recent years, κt has been close to zero. Hence the top equation implies that

interest rate changes have only had a small direct effect on house prices. This effect

was sometimes positive and sometimes negative, depending on the sign of κt.

However, for empirically plausible values of κt and R (where R > |κt|), the cross-

partial shows that lower interest rates make prices more sensitive to κt. In recent

years, when interest rates have been low, we would expect house prices to have larger

swings than if interest rates had been higher. For example, if the relevant interest rate

declined from 6 percent to 4 percent, at a time when κt was approximately zero, then

the house price sensitivity to divergence would increase by 50 percent. This means

that the housing boom and bust of the 2000s would both have been substantially

smaller if interest rates had been higher.63

argue interest rates cannot explain big swings in house prices, while Taylor (2007) notably argues
that monetary policy was largely responsible for the housing boom. Jordà et al. (2015) finds positive
effects across countries.

63The magnitudes should be taken with a grain of salt, given their sensitivity to small changes
in the interest rate or the measurement of divergence. Nonetheless, this sensitivity is precisely why
small changes in interest rates can have such a big impact on house price sensitivity to divergence. It
is a robust fact that interest rates have been trending downward since the 1980s (e.g. Mian, Straub
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The intuition behind the second result is that when interest rates are low, the

present value of rents are weighted more heavily toward the future. Divergence has a

larger effect on wages and rents in the future, so low interest rates make divergence

more important.

In Appendix B, we present a model augmented by changing interest rates, and

consistent with our prediction in this section, dynamic rates do help us better match

the data. The high interest rates in the 1980s make house prices a bit less sensitive

to regional divergence, and so our model does not overestimate the boom during that

time as much. However, consistent with our point that there is no direct effect, adding

dynamic interest rates do not have a large effect on the time series of house prices

beyond that marginal improvement.

6 Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is to provide a parsimonious model of the time series

and cross-section of house prices and rents in the United States for the past ninety

years. Because housing is elastically supplied in low-income areas, greater regional

income inequality causes higher average rents. House prices are the present value of

expected rents, so higher expected regional inequality causes current house prices to

be higher. This model unifies data on rents, house prices, migration, and expecta-

tions. Given the results of the model, we also show that there are important policy

implications in that low interest rates can increase the volatility of house prices.

One of the successes of the model is its ability to explain the recent trends in house

prices and rents, including the boom and bust of the 2000’s. Throughout the paper,

we have discussed this experience tangentially, but it also serves as a good recap of

and Sufi, 2021), which we think can help explain the high volatility of house prices in recent years.
The exact magnitudes are harder to pin down.
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many of our main points. In our view, the cause of the initial boom was an increase

in regional divergence, led primarily by a growth in the professional services industry,

an industry concentrated in high-income regions. People expected this growth to

continue, leading them to also expect high future rents in the high-income cities.

This raised house prices significantly, especially in high-income regions. When the

growth rate of services slowed down, there was a corresponding bust in house prices.

All of this was exacerbated by the fact that interest rates were low, making house

prices more sensitive to changes in divergence.

Our model misses in a couple of places. We think the augmented model in Ap-

pendix B with time-varying interest rates and construction costs is sufficient in order

to understand the 1970s boom and why our model overestimates the 1980s boom.

However, our biggest miss is house prices at the start of our sample, and we think

this is fertile grounds for further research. Given that our model does not have trou-

ble with rents, we think it most likely that the Great Depression or World War II

severed the link between recent divergence and divergence expectations.
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A Appendix Results

A.1 Robustness of Local Projection

In Figure 4, we show the results of our causal exercise are not influenced by a variety

of alternative specifications of the regression. “More lags” includes additional controls

for up to 6 lags of the industry divergence measure. “Pretrends” includes controls

for the first and second lag of house price growth and divergence changes. “No Real

Estate” uses the industry divergence measure that excludes construction and real

estate industries. “GDP controls” includes controlling for the contemporaneous and

the first two lags of GDP growth. “More controls” includes the GDP controls and

also the contemporaneous and first-two lags of 10-year interest rates changes, the

inflation rate, and income shares of the top 50 percent and the top 1 percent.
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Figure A1: A local projection to innovations in the industry-driven divergence series,
for regional divergence (top) and house prices (bottom). Standard errors robust to
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (bandwidth 3).

As an additional robustness check, Figures A2 and A3 show local projections using
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a one-year predicted divergence shock rather than a ten-year. Our one year shock

is constructed in the same way as the ten-year shock that excludes construction and

real estate, except we predict divergence by interacting one-year industry growth with

one-year lags of industry shares instead of doing the same for ten years. Using one-

year lags rather than ten-year lags also allows us to use a consistent industry code

basis for a larger number of years, so this series uses NAICS-basis GDP growth from

1988-2017. Our baseline local projection, in figure A2, does not control for any lags

of growth. The local projections in Figure A3 include controls as in A1 except for

“More Lags” which includes controls for three lags of the shock.
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Figure A2: A local projection to the one-year industry-driven divergence series, for
regional divergence (top) and house prices (bottom). Standard errors robust to het-
eroskedasticity and autocorrelation (bandwidth 3).
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Figure A3: A local projection to the one-year industry-driven divergence series, for
regional divergence (top) and house prices (bottom). Standard errors robust to het-
eroskedasticity and autocorrelation (bandwidth 3).

A.2 Alternative Measures of Dispersion and Divergence

Throughout the paper, we assume that agents their beliefs about divergence are

based on the regression in equation (1). However, there is nothing special about that

particular measure of divergence.

In Figure A4, we show several measures of divergence, as compared to house

prices. They all generally show a relationship between the two. In the top panel, we

show that the choice of the number of lags is not particularly important. Using 6, 8,

12, or 14 lags instead of 10 produces similar results. Changing this changes both the

length that growth rates are calculated over and the baseline income that the growth

rates are regressed on.

In the bottom panel, we also consider several other measures. High v. Low-Income

measures the difference in growth rates between the average of the highest-income
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(a) Varying the lag length of measured divergence
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Figure A4: Alternative Measures of Regional Income Inequality
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25 states and the lowest-income 25 states. ‘Weighted’ is the same as the baseline

except the results are weighted by lagged state GDP. The ‘Kalman Filter’ measure

runs a regression using 1 lag instead of 10. It then assumes that each data point

is a noisy signal of the “true” divergence, which is a unit root. The orange line is

the best guess for the true value of divergence given the time series based on 1-year

divergence. Finally, ‘Exponential Smoothing’ first takes a one-year-lagged log income

and then takes a moving average where the weight declines by an eighth for every

additional lag. Not surprisingly, it resembles the Kalman filter quite strongly.

Finally, in A5, we calculate divergence at the core-based statistical area level. We

use a variety of variables on the right-hand side of the regression which calculates

divergence to illustrate that differential growth levels by income, city population,

housing supply elasticity, or housing price sensitivity all lead to similar patterns.

These regressions are population-weighted because small cities have more variance in

income growth.

In Figure A6, we show alternative measures of income dispersion and the real

rent series calculated from the consumer price index. The standard deviation and

interquartile range are measured across-state within-year. Similarly, the mean income

minus minimum income line subtracts the log mean income of all states from the log

mean income of the poorest five states.

A.3 Factor Analysis of Income Growth

We create Figure A7 by doing a Principal Components Analysis on the factors of

income growth across the 49-state time series of log incomes. The figure shows the

first two factors from this analysis. The second factor is highly correlated to regional

divergence, and the loadings on that factor are highly correlated to income. The first
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Figure A5: City-Level Divergence Measures

factor resembles national income growth. Most states have similar loadings near 1

on the first factor, which explains 85.4 percent of the variance. The second factor

explains 6.4 percent. No other factor explains more than 2.1 percent of the variance.

There are minor differences between these two. Factor analysis does not allow the

loadings to time-vary, as the concept of regional divergence does. And because state

level incomes are less unequal in the recent past as compared to the earlier part of the

sample, the second factor does not exhibit the same upward trend that divergence

does.

Nonetheless, given the similarities, we feel comfortable making the claim that

divergence is one of the most important things to consider when predicting state-

income growth.
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Figure A6: Alternative Measures of Regional Income Dispersion

A.4 Predicting Wages Using Lagged Divergence

In Table A1, we confirm that lagged divergence has a statistically significant relation-

ship to future income growth using income data starting in 1945. Columns (1) and

(2) show estimates that include year fixed effects, current log income and, in Column

(2), log income growth. Adding our measure of regional divergence, in Columns (3)

and (4), we can see reject the model of no effect of divergence with a p-value of 0.001.

Divergence also has a statistically significant effect on income growth at other time

horizons, and when measured using other lags of income growth. We focus on the

post-WWII period because we think that wartime economic mobilization broke the

link between divergence and expectations.

Our theory would predict that the regression in Column (3) should give a coef-

ficient of 10 because growth should be 1 log-point higher for each of the 10 years.
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Figure A7: Factor Analysis

However, Nickell (1981) bias is a major concern in the way this regression is setup

and biases the coefficient to zero. While we are unaware of a formula for the exact

amount of bias in a panel regression with long-differences, it can be approximated by

considering the regression of divergence, on ten-year lagged divergence. If divergence

were a unit root, and we had only 7 data points (we have approximately seven decades

of measured divergence), the expected Nickell (1981) bias would be 1+ρ
T−1

= −0.333,

which we would then multiply by 10 to convert it to the right units. This back-of-the-

envelope calculation suggests that Nickell (1981) bias is large in this situation, and so

we do not interpret the coefficients as evidence that divergence is stationary. Further,

when we compare divergence to data on expectations from the Michigan Survey, the

magnitudes would suggest actual expectations move close to one-for-one.

A.5 Autocorrelation in the Divergence Process

In our model, we assume not only that agents use lagged divergence to predict future

wages, but also that they use lagged divergence as a guide to future divergence. In

the data, divergence is highly persistent, making this assumption a natural one. Why

not simply use the most recent measure of divergence? There is some short-run noise
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Table A1: Predicting Future Wage Growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

10-Year
Future

Inc. Growth

10-Year
Future

Inc. Growth

10-Year
Future

Inc. Growth

10-Year
Future

Inc. Growth

Log Income -0.137∗∗∗ -0.151∗∗∗ -0.0919∗∗∗ -0.0670∗∗∗

(0.00944) (0.0105) (0.0150) (0.0155)

10-Year Inc. Growth -0.110∗∗∗ -0.183∗∗∗

(0.0225) (0.0232)

Log Income × Divergence 2.412∗∗∗ 5.004∗∗∗

(0.595) (0.687)
Observations 3136 3136 3136 3136
R2 0.919 0.921 0.920 0.924
Year Fixed Effects X X X X

HAC standard errors (Bartlett Kernel, bandwidth 3.)
+ p < .1, ∗ p < .05, ∗∗ p < .01, ∗∗∗ p < .001

in divergence, so using several years’ data to predict future divergence is better than

using annual fluctuations. The comparison of the two time series is shown in Figure

A8. One year divergence is measured the same way as ten-year divergence but is

based only on the most recent year of growth.
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Figure A8: The Noisiness of One-Year Divergence.

Even though the one-year measure of divergence is quite noisy, we can still show
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that it has a significant amount of persistence. We use a local projection of innovations

to divergence on lagged one-year divergence, shown in Figure A9. To create this figure,

we estimate the following regression specification for s = 0 . . . 20:

log κ1
t+s − log κ1

t−1 = βsκ
1
t + γsXt (14)

where κ1
t is one-year divergence at time t and βs are the coefficients of interest graphed

in the figure for each value s. Xt is a vector of controls that includes κ1
t−1 and κ1

t−2.

A one-point increase to divergence between years t−1 and t only predicts a 0.4 point

increase to divergence by years 3 or 4. This short-term mean-reversion in the first

few years implies that divergence has a large noise component. At the same time,

divergence also has a highly persistent component. Innovations to divergence between

years t−1 and t predict statistically significant increases divergence as far as 20 years

later.
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Figure A9: Persistence of Regional Divergence. A local projection to innova-
tions in divergence, for lagged divergence regional divergence. Standard errors robust
to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation with a bandwidth of 3. Local projection
estimated using equation (14).
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A.6 Expectations
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Figure A10: Divergence in Expected Local Prices. The Expected Divergence
lines are coefficients of a regression of 1-year expectations on income growth from the
Michigan Survey of Consumers on log income, weighted by survey weights. House
price expectations are shown on the left and personal income expectations are shown
on the right. Smoothed Expected Divergence is a three-year moving average of the
Expected Divergence line. Divergence is the line described in Figure 2.
Source: Michigan Survey of Consumers and calculations as described in the text.

Our theory predicts that price expectations and divergence should be correlated.

When divergence is higher, price expectations for high-income regions should be

higher. The same thing is true specifically for house price expectations.

We create a measure of local price optimism similar to the survey’s measure of

price expectations. Ideally, we would have survey data measuring expected house

price growth in each state over time. To the best of our knowledge, such data is only

available for the very recent past, so we show expectations data since 2007. To create

a measure of house price optimism that extends further back, we use a methodology

similar to that implemented by Michigan Survey of Consumers to measure price

expectations. For each state and year we calculate the percentage of respondents

who report a belief that house prices will increase and subtract the percent that

believe prices will decrease.
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We regress this measure on log income in each year to create a measure of the

relative beliefs held by agents in higher-income areas. The left panel of Figure A10

shows this relationship. Beliefs slightly lead actual divergence, but otherwise the

series line up closely.64

We would also expect divergence in personal income expectations to be correlated

to divergence. This relationship is shown in the right panel of A10 and is somewhat

noisier than the other measures. This is likely because the question refers to their own

income, not average incomes in their area, so there is naturally much more variance.

The time series also shows the same drop in the early 2000s as price expectations

do.65

A.7 State-Level Model

Figure A11 shows estimates from the state-level model. To create this figure, we

estimate specification 1 using a panel of county income for each state. This yields

state-by-year convergence estimates. We use the state-by-year convergence estimates

to understand the relationship between state-level house prices and state incomes.

64The regression relating divergence and smoothed relative price optimism, controlling for a
time trend, is positive but not statistically significant (t = 0.56) using heteroskedasticity- and
autocorrelation-robust standard errors (Bartlett Kernell bandwidth 3). Lagging expectations by
two years, the relationship is significant at the 5 percent level (t=2.43).

65Controlling for a year trend, the regression relating divergence and expeced divergence is statis-
tically insignificant (t = −0.54) using heteroskedasticity- and autocorrelation-robust standard errors
(Bartlett Kernell bandwidth 3).
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A.8 Income and Sensitivity

In Figure A12, we show a positive correlation between income and measures of house

price sensitivity or volatility. Our theory makes the prediction that local house prices

should be more sensitive to national swings in high-income areas, so we wish to

show the relationship to other common measures already in the literature. Most

prominently used is the elasticity measure of Saiz (2010), which is often interacted

with national trends or interest rates as an instrument for house price changes. This is

strongly negatively correlated to income. Recently, Guren et al. (2021) have created

a measure of sensitivity to instrument for house price changes. This is positively
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correlated to income. Finally, we also show that the volatility of house price changes

is positively correlated to income.
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Figure A12: Measures of housing sensitivity versus income. Top left: Elasticity from
Saiz (2010). Top right: Sensitivity from Guren et al. (2021). Bottom: house price
volatility.

A.9 Sensitivity of Income

In Figure A13, we look at which states have income most correlated to divergence.

We refer to this as sensitivity because we calculate it in a similar way to how we

calculate house price sensitivity in Section 4. It comes from the following regression

logwi,t − logwi,t−10 = βiκt + αi + εit
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Figure A13: The sensitivity of income to regional divergence

where wit is the real per capita personal income of state i at time t and κt is regional

divergence. βi captures how much higher the 10-year growth rate of a state is when

divergence is higher. We then plot the βi against average log income in Figure A13.

The positive relationship between βi and income is not surprising given the defini-

tion of divergence. However, the level of βi was not ex ante obvious. Here, it turns out

that the poor states have income growth negatively correlated to divergence, while

the rich states are less correlated. The implication is that it is the poor states whose

income growth drives divergence. So when poor states grow quickly, divergence is

low, and when poor states grow slowly, divergence is high.66

A.10 Housing Supply

In the main text of the paper, we avoided taking a stand on the housing supply

function because we did not need to in order to match prices and rents. In this

appendix, we show that a reasonable housing supply function can deliver realistic

population movements.

Housing supply differs across space and time. Saiz (2010) documents differential

66In general, the variance of income growth in poor states is higher, so that would be one reason
to expect this result.
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housing supply elasticities based on a variety of factors. Ganong and Shoag (2017)

document how much harder it has gotten to build housing over time. On the other

hand, if we were to specify a housing supply function that could freely vary over both

time and space, then our model would have no predictive power at all when it came

to predicting population movements.

The following functional form seems like a reasonable compromise:

∆ logHit = σi log pit + αi + αt + εit (15)

where the growth rate of housing quantities is governed by a location specific elasticity

and intercept, and we allow the amount of housing built to also vary with a year-

specific shifter, to reflect Ganong and Shoag (2017)’s findings that housing is getting

more difficult to build.

What we think is particularly helpful with this specification is that it still pre-

dicts that higher housing prices should lead to higher housing construction in the

cross-section and also accounts for the fact that there is differential housing supply

elasticities across space.

There are also two ways to potentially test this housing supply function. The

first is to use our state-level panel, and see what elasticities would be consistent with

the rest of our model, at the state level.67 We can then see if those elasticities have

a reasonable relationship with income. The results of estimating this equation are

presented in Figure A14. While the results are noisy, and some of the states are even

estimated to have negative elasticities, there is a clear negative relationship between

the model-consistent elasticity and state income. The poorest states are way more

elastic than the richest states.

67We would not suggest using these elasticities as estimates of the actual elasticity. We are only
interested if there exist a set of elasticities consistent with our model and observed population flows.
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Figure A14: Estimated elasticities. Line is a smoothed fit line, created using a kernel-
weighted local linear regression with epanechnikov kernel of bandwith 0.25.

The other way would be to use the elasticities that have previously been estimated

by Saiz (2010), and see if they predict population growth. In this case, we can assume

that the short-run elasticities of the model are a linear transformation of the Saiz

(2010) elasticities, which are long-run elasticities.

We estimate the regression:

∆ logHit = (Aσi +B) log pit + αi + αt + εit

For this exercise, we only use data starting in 1969, when we have data on incomes

and populations by county.

We estimate a positive A across several specifications. For housing growth, we

take the population growth rate, and add the income growth rate, and subtract the

model-implied rental growth rate, as that is the housing growth rate implied by Cobb-

Douglass demand in our model. We also look just at population growth rates, to show
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Table A2: Predicting Housing Growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Pop Growth Pop Growth Housing Growth Housing Growth

Model House Prices 0.00493 -0.0136∗∗

(0.00408) (0.00424)

Model HP X Elasticity 0.00418∗∗∗ 0.00501∗∗∗ 0.00405∗∗∗ 0.00177∗

(0.000953) (0.000686) (0.00101) (0.000683)

MSA FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 13181 13181 13181 13181
R2 0.517 0.516 0.806 0.805

Standard Errors clustered by MSA
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

that the results are driven by those. In a couple of the specification, we constrain

B = 0 in order to show that the results do not depend on B.

Overall, our takeaway from these two exercises is that the population growth data,

our model’s predictions regarding housing prices, and the facts that we know about

housing supply elasticity are all internally consistent. When we take the population

growth and the house prices, and use them to estimate elasticities, we get sensible

results: that the richest parts of the country are quite inelastic, and the poorer parts

are significantly more elastic. Critically, this matches our assumption that the poorest

states are quite elastic. Conversely, when we take the elasticities from Saiz (2010)

and the house prices from our model, and use them to estimate population growth,

the data supports the predictions of the model.

Our final step is to show that the estimated housing supply functions in Figure

A14 lead to realistic population movements. We take our estimates of the fixed effects

and the housing supply elasticities from (15). Then, using the predicted values from

that regression, we can estimate the implied population growth by state and year.

And finally, we compare the relationship between income and population growth, by
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Figure A15: The predicted population growth of high and low income states, model
and data.

year, in the model and the data.

We look at two cuts of the simulated data and actual data. The first way is the

same as we do in Section 4.6. We divide the country into a high-income and a low-

income region and we compare the population growth rates. That is shown in Figure

A15a. We also run a linear regression in each year, of the population growth rate on

log income, and plot the coefficient in Figure A15b.

The fit is not perfect in either figure, but the general patterns are similar. Espe-
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cially in recent years, the fluctuations are fairly similar, although the model seems

to lead the data by a few years. In the earliest years, there are some very large fluc-

tuations during World War II, and so we would take those changes with a grain of

salt.68 The biggest miss is the late 1970s, which featured population growth in poorer

regions, which the model misses. But overall, we think this is supportive of our story.

We do the same thing using the predicted population movements when using the

Saiz (2010) elasticities, in Panels (c) and (d). Here the figures are still noisy, but give

a similar general impression.69

B Construction Costs and Interest Rates

In this appendix, we incorporate dynamic interest rates and construction costs into

the model. The main goal is to better explain the house price movements in the 1980s

and 1990s. Our baseline model overestimates the rise in house prices, and misses the

boom in the 1980s. These two additional ingredients help resolve the issue.

The changes we make to the model are straightforward. First, instead of having

a constant price of construction, we use the production price index of construction

materials, deflated by CPI. This has fallen over time, so we add 0.2 log-points per

year to account for rising prices due to labor. Second, instead of using a constant

R = .05, we instead use a changing interest rate. There are several concerns here.

First, the correct interest rate to use is not obvious. Because it is a long-term rate,

we use the 10 year rate from Knoll et al. (2017). Second, we do not have a measure of

inflation expectations that goes far enough back to account for real rates (for example,

the Michigan survey begins in the late 1970s). We also do not have measures over

68In fact, the correlation between the data and the model is slightly negative, largely due to the
fluctuations at the beginning.

69The correlation in both figures is about 0.2.
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the changing depreciation rates or changing property taxes that would be necessary

to calibrate R. We assume that most of the variation in R is due to changes in

the nominal rate, and we add 2 percent to account for taxes and depreciation net of

inflation expectations. We assume agents in the model expect the current interest

rate to last forever.

Using these time varying series, we then calculate house prices using the formula

from our model:

log pit = log p̄t +
1

α

Rt

Rt − κt
(logwit − log w̄t) (16)

The only difference here is the time subscripts on the R and the p̄. In our model,

the level of house prices does not depend on the expectations of future construction

costs, so we do not need to take a stand on agent’s beliefs regarding those.70

As we argue in the main text, a change in Rt has a small effect on house prices

when κt is near zero, but it does dampen the change in house prices when κt changes.

Because divergence does change in the 1990s when interest rates are high, the model

without dynamic interest rates is going to overstate the boom.

The role of construction costs is also straightforward. They increased significantly

in the late 1970s, so could help explain why house prices increased then when diver-

gence did not.

The results of augmenting the model are shown in Figure A16. As before, the

model can account for most of the large swings in house prices in the post-World-

War-II era, including the boom in the 1950s, and the boom in the early 1990s, and

the boom-bust-boom of this century. Having dynamic construction costs and interest

rates help match the boom in the late 1970s which the model had previously failed

70This is not true of rents, which would depend on agent’s expectations of future construction
costs.
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Figure A17: The Augmented Model versus Actual House Prices. Breaking down the
role of interest rates and construction.

to match.

To see whether it is construction costs or interest rates that are quantitatively

more important, we break down the role of each in Figure A17. The dashed red

line is the model with constant interest rates and construction costs. The blue line

includes dynamic interest rates but constant construction costs, and the orange line is

the line from Figure A16, with both dynamic interest rates and dynamic construction

costs. All three models are fairly similar except around 1980, and both dynamic

interest rates and dynamic construction costs both play a role in explaining the late
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1970s boom.

Interestingly, the distance between the orange and blue lines in the early 2000s

may suggest that construction costs can help explain some of the timing of the 2000s

boom as well.

Throughout the time period, it is clear that most of the movement in the model

with both dynamic rates and construction costs is similar to the movement in the

baseline model, in which most of the movement is explained by changes in regional

divergence. While interest rates and construction costs are helpful to improving the

model on the margin, the main driver of house prices is divergence.

C Data

C.1 Rents and Incomes

Our national-level rent measure comes from the Bureau of Labor Statistic (BLS)’s

Consumer Price Index (CPI) and is deflated by the overall index. We create a city-

by-year rent measure using Zillow data on rents spliced with the BLS index for 21

cities.

Income at the state level is the per capita personal income as measured by the

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). To measure personal income by CBSA, we

calculate the weighted average personal income in each CBSA using county-level

data from the BEA.

C.2 Migration and Population

We use intercensal population estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau until 2010

and postcensal estimates thereafter. We calculate total migration (domestic + inter-
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national) in each year. Data from 1990 is missing so we interpolate this from the

surrounding years.

C.3 House Prices

Historical national house prices come from Knoll et al. (2017) and are deflated by

CPI.

To measure state- and CBSA-level house prices, we use a combination of Zillow

data and the FHFA house price index. Ideally, we want a quality-adjusted price that

is consistent across space. The closest thing that we know of is Zillow’s measure of

median home value per square foot, which starts in 1996. We extend this back by

splicing it with the FHFA house price index for states.

C.4 Expectations

We use anonymized data from the Michigan Survey of Consumers that contains state

identifiers for the years 1976-2018. Here we describe the process we use to create

state-by-year indexes of house price optimism, income expectations and inflation ex-

pectations. Then we describe the process we use to create Figure 5.

To create a measure of local house price optimism, we follow a method similar to

what the Michigan Survey of Consumers uses to create indexes of house preferences.

First, we calculate the percent of respondents reporting that it is a good time to buy

housing because prices will go up (values of 13 or 46 for HOMRN1 or HOMRN2); and

the percent reporting that it is a bad time to buy because prices to go down (values

of 53 or 86 for HOMRN1 or HOMRN2). These are calculated using survey weights.

Our index of price beliefs is the difference between these two percentages. We create

a year-by-state income expectations index in three steps. First, we censor values of
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expectations that are not between -25 and 25. Second, we take the average income

expectations for people with a) positive expectations and b) negative expectations in

each state and year. We use the averages in the second step to impute the expectations

of people who report positive or negative views but do not report specific values.

Third, we calculate state-by-year averages. All averages use survey weights.

To calculate price expectations, we truncate values between -5 and 30 and then

use non-missing values to impute expectations of people who report upwards or down-

wards beliefs but do not report specific values.

The series shown in Figure 5. are created by measuring, in each year, how the

values of each series vary based on regional incomes. We do this by estimating the

regression

log Yit = βt logwit + γt + εit

where Yit is the expectations index. The series in Figure 5 are the β’s from each

year.

C.5 Shift-Share Regional Divergence

This appendix describes the creation of the shift-share divergence measures and shows

the robustness of our results to alternative data choices.

We create a shift-share predicted divergence measure in two steps. First, we create

a shift-share measure of predicted per capita personal income growth at the state-by-

year level. Second, we calculate regional income divergence by regressing this measure

on lagged per capita personal income. The shift-share measure of predicted per capita

personal income growth requires several data choices which we describe below. We

also discuss similar results for series created using alternative choices about which
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data sources to use.

The available data varies over time. Whenever possible, the measure is created

by multiplying the share of personal income coming from each industry (measured

at the state level with a ten-year lag) by ten-year national growth of that industry’s

GDP. Then we sum over all industries in the state.

1958-1997 (SIC Basis): State-level personal income industry shares by industry

are available from 1969 onwards, so for the pre-1979 series we use the 1969 shares.

Industry growth is measured as GDP growth per employee nationally, available from

1948-1997, hence our series extends from 1958-1997. For robustness, we also show

results where industry growth is measured using growth in personal income per em-

ployee by industry. Since this is available 1969-2000, this supplemental series is cre-

ated from 1979-2000. The four tables used to create these measures (national FTE

by industry, national VA/GDP growth by industry, state-level personal income by in-

dustry and national personal income by industry) are available on an SIC basis from

the BEA. Using FTPT instead of FTE employment, we find nearly indistinguishable

results. The tables are matched by aggregating industries to the most detailed level

that match across tables, typically two-digit or three-digit SIC industries. For the

handful of industries where employment growth is not available, we approximate in-

dustry growth per employee by dividing industry growth by growth in the national

workforce of all industries.

1998-2017 (NAICS Basis): State-level personal income shares by industry are

available from 2001-2017, so we use 2001 shares before that year. National-level

industry growth data is available on a NAICS basis from the BEA (after 1997, it is

collected on a NAICS basis, and before 1997, the BEA creates this by reclassifying

SIC-basis data). We match industry-level employment (FTE, but FTPT results are

indistinguishable) with industry-level GDP data to measure growth per employee. We
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Figure A18: Shift-Share Divergence Measures, primary series and alternative series.

also create alternate series that measure state-level GDP shares by industry rather

than personal income shares, and national growth in personal income per employee

rather than GDP growth. Combining the two national-growth series and the two

state-level industry shares series yields a total of four possible series. To match the

BEA’s NAICS-basis data on employment, personal income and GDP by industry, we

use high-level NAICS industries which we match by hand across tables. We exclude

industry 55 (Management of Companies) since FTE employment is not available for

this industry. This yields a total of 19 industries that we match across tables.

Figure A18 shows the series we use along with alternative series created using

other measures of industry shares and industry growth.

To study the contribution of particular industries to the shift-share divergence

measure, we selectively replace their national growth rate with the average growth

rate of income in general. Then we recalculate the predicted divergence measure.
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The figure below shows how predicted divergence changes when we set growth equal

to national growth for industries related to professional services. We define this to be

NAICS 2-digit codes 51-52 and 54-71; and SIC codes 62-65, 67, and 73-86.
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Figure A19: Industry-Predicted Regional Divergence, and With and Without Profes-
sional Services
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One of the main concerns about this exercise is that real estate and construction

might actually be driving the divergence. To verify that these sectors do not drive

the results, we exclude both construction and real estate finance from the construc-

tion of the shift-share, and show that in Figure A20. Given these lines are hardly

distinguishable from one another, we conclude that trends in the real estate sector

are unlikely to be driving the co-movement between regional divergence and house

prices.
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Figure A20: Shift Share Divergence Prediction, Primary Measure and Without Real
Estate. The shift share measure without real estate is created in the same way as the
primary measure, but excludes the real estate finance and construction sectors when
calculating state industry GDP shares.
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